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Keywords:
Road traffic noise,
health impairment,
dose-effect
characteristic,
disability adjusted life
years (DALY)

The study presents a new computational procedure for the determination of the
principal forms of health impairment resulting from noise emissions of road vehi-
cles in Switzerland. The magnitude of health impairment was determined separately
for each vehicle category and is expressed per kilometre of distance driven. The
calculations show that the overall state of health in Switzerland is to a lesser extent
influenced by serious but less frequent diseases such as heart attacks than by the
much more frequently occurring, albeit less serious, impairments such as insomnia
and communication disturbance. The number of persons subject to specific levels
of noise was determined on the basis of a traffic distribution model and by using the
road traffic noise model of the Canton of Zurich (LUK). The number of cases of
health impairment was determined from a dose-effect characteristic based on data
from the Swiss Noise Study 90. An assessment of the severity of the types of health
impairment caused by traffic noise was performed by a doctors’ panel.

Stichwörter:
Strassenlärm,
Gesundheitsschäden,
Dosis-Wirkungs-
Charakteristik,
Disability Adjusted
Life-Years (DALY)

Die Studie präsentiert ein neues Rechenverfahren zur Bestimmung der hauptsächli-
chen Gesundheitsschäden in der Schweiz, welche die Folge der Lärmerzeugung der
verschiedenen Kategorien von Strassenverkehrs-Fahrzeugen pro Kilometer Trans-
portdistanz sind. Die Berechnungen zeigen, dass nicht die seltenen Fälle schwerer
Erkrankungen wie Herzinfarkte ausschlaggebend sind für den gesamten Gesund-
heitsschaden, sondern die sehr häufigen leichteren Schlaf- und Kommunikations-
Störungen. Die Zahl der Personen, welche von einem bestimmten Pegelbereich des
Strassenverkehrs belastet sind, wird mithilfe eines Verkehrs-Verteilungsmodells
sowie des Zürcher Strassenlärm-Modells LUK ermittelt. Die Zahl der Fälle von
Gesundheitsbeeinträchtigung wird bestimmt mit Hilfe einer Dosis-Wirkungs-
Charakteristik auf Basis der Auswertung von Daten der schweizerischen Lärmstu-
die 90. Die Beurteilung der Schwere der Gesundheitsschäden ist durch ein Panel
von Ärzten vorgenommen.

Mots-clés:
bruit de la route,
atteintes à la santé,
caractéristique
dose-effets,
disability adjusted
life-years (DALY)

L’étude présente une nouvelle méthode de calcul permettant de déterminer les prin-
cipales atteintes à la santé imputables en Suisse au bruit généré par les diverses ca-
tégories de véhicules routiers et par kilomètre de distance accomplie. Les calculs
montrent que ce ne sont pas les rares cas de maladies graves, tel l’infarctus du
myocarde, qui sont déterminants pour l’ensemble des atteintes à la santé, mais bien
plus les très fréquentes et plus bénignes perturbations du sommeil et les troubles de
la communication. Le nombre de personnes exposées à un niveau de bruit donné dû
au trafic routier est déterminé au moyen d’un modèle de répartition des transports
ainsi que du modèle zurichois de bruit de la route LUK. Le nombre d’atteintes à la
santé est déterminé à l’aide d’une caractéristique dose-effets sur la base de
l’évaluation de données issues d’une étude du bruit réalisée en Suisse en 1990
(Lärmstudie 90). L’appréciation de la gravité des atteintes à la santé a été effectuée
par un panel de médecins.

Abstracts
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Parole chiave:
rumore stradale,
danni alla salute,
relazione dose-effetto,
Disability Adjusted
Life-Years (DALY)

Lo studio presenta un nuovo metodo di calcolo per determinare i principali danni
alla salute imputabili in Svizzera al rumore di diverse categorie di veicoli stradali al
chilometro di distanza percorsa. I calcoli indicano che non sono i rari casi di malat-
tie gravi, quali gli infarti, a causare tutti i danni alla salute, bensì i più frequenti e
meno gravi disturbi del sonno e della comunicazione. Il numero di persone esposte
a un determinato livello di rumore dovuto al traffico stradale viene calcolato tramite
un modello di distribuzione del traffico e il modello zurighese di rumore stradale
(LUK). Il numero di casi di danni alla salute viene stabilito mediante una relazione
dose-effetto sulla base della valutazione dei dati dello studio sull’inquinamento fo-
nico realizzato in Svizzera nel 1990. La valutazione della gravità dei danni alla sa-
lute viene effettuata da un gruppo di medici.
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 The Swiss population probably experiences the problem of traffic noise more di-
rectly than other environmental hazards. Road, rail and air traffic affect a large sec-
tion of the residential population and cause a significant deterioration of the quality
of life. Particularly in the case of noise from road traffic, it is not easy to see how
the situation could radically be changed.

Moreover, the subject of noise is given little attention in the usual procedures for
assessing environmental exposure, such as the environmental impact and life cycle
assessments. In part, this may be attributed to a number of unsolved methodical
problems in the measurement and quantification of noise and noise exposure.

The present study represents a contribution to filling this gap. It demonstrates how
the noise from a single motor vehicle journey may be coupled positively with the
health deficit resulting from it. Although this is indeed small for one journey, it is
nevertheless important to quantify it, since the large number of vehicles on the
roads means that the effective damage to health is significant.

The damage to human health is quantified in the present study not in monetary
terms, but in terms of the number of significant health defects in a particular cate-
gory. These are determined by a weighting procedure developed by the WHO
(World Health Organisation). Should it prove necessary (or desirable) to monetarise
noise damage in the future, the numbers of health defects and the weighting factors
given here will provide a sound scientific basis for this.

Swiss Agency for the Environment,
Forests and Landscape

Urs Jörg
Head of Noise Abatement Division

Preface
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In the course of economic processes, material and energy emissions are produced in
addition to the intended product, resources are consumed and space is utilised.
These emissions can impair the state of the natural living environments and have an
impact on the life that exists in them.

1.1 Sound emissions as environmental pollution

In the context of emissions into the environment, the energy emission «sound» oc-
cupies a special position in that sound emissions
•  in contrast to many material emissions, only have an effect in the vicinity of the

emission source and subside soon after the sound is produced,
•  are perceived by humans by means of a powerful sensory organ even when very

small amounts of (sound) energy are received.

Hence sound emissions are, by comparison with emissions of climate-altering ga-
ses, regarded by some people as a localised, short-term and therefore supposedly
less significant environmental impact, whereas those affected by noise perceive
sound emissions as a continuous, severe annoyance. This makes it particularly diffi-
cult to establish suitable, widely accepted units of measurement for sound exposure
and its effects on humans, let alone on non-human life. It is consequently even more
difficult to weigh up, in the context of the overall assessment of environmental ef-
fects of alternative possibilities for action, the effects of sound emissions against the
effects of other kinds of emission or the consumption of natural resources.

1.2 Existing methods of assessment for sound exposure
and its consequences

Sound exposure at a specific place and over a specific period is now generally mea-
sured in LAeq,T, i.e. the sound pressure level L in decibels averaged over a certain
period of time T in terms of energy, with frequency ranges being weighted accor-
ding to the sensitivity scale A of the human ear. However, since this measure is un-
able to reproduce all the relevant properties of sound, other measures are also used
to give an expanded or a more detailed picture of sound exposure, depending on the
nature and quality of the noise source (WHO 2000, p.3ff., SUVA 1997, p.14–15).

As far as the consequences of sound exposure are concerned, this study concentra-
tes on its effect on humans, although an effect on animals as well is not ruled out.
Undesirable sound in particular, which is termed «noise», impairs the well-being of
humans and can damage their health. There are a considerable number of such ef-
fects (WHO 2000, p.20ff., SUVA 1997, p.30ff.) These effects range from tempora-
ry annoyance due to a noisy party in the flat next door to serious, permanent da-
mage to health such as hearing loss or heart disease. While the more serious noise-
related adverse effects on health occur infrequently, the high proportions of the po-
pulation throughout Europe that are affected by sound exposure of 60 dB and above

 1 Introduction
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(Eurostat 1995, p.289) show that around one quarter of the national populations
probably suffer low-level damage to their health because of noise. To gain an im-
pression of the implications of sound exposure for humans, these relatively minor
but common cases should not simply be ignored, even if they cannot be medically
diagnosed as clearly as the serious but less common cases of hearing loss and heart
failure.

Because it is difficult to describe the health consequences of a specific noise expo-
sure for the population affected in causal terms, the method known as «hedonic
pricing» is frequently the route chosen for the quantitative assessment of noise da-
mage. With this process it is assumed that the market price of an apartment or a
house depends on, among other things, the impairment of the dwellers' wellbeing by
the local noise level. If it is possible to isolate, by means of appropriate data sets
and mathematical processes, the influence of the factor «noise level» on pricing
from the other factors, this method can be used to equate the lowering of the sound
level by one unit with the difference in terms of rent or land prices. This would give
us a measure, expressed in monetary terms, of the harm that is assumed to occur if
the sound level is not reduced. For instance, the final report «Externe Lärmkosten
des Verkehrs» (external noise costs of traffic) that was commissioned by the Bureau
for Transport Studies of the Federal Department of the Environment, Transport,
Energy and Communications (DETEC) contains the following result: it is conclu-
ded from a random sample of 380 changes of ownership of detached houses in the
Canton of Zurich in the period 1995–1999 that the purchase price decreases by
0.66% per additional 1 decibel(A) of traffic noise exposure; this level was at the
bottom of the range indicated by the studies in Switzerland to date (0.8 to 1.2% per
DB(A)) (ECOPLAN 2000, S.32). A survey of the results of hedonic pricing studies
relating to rent reduction in the case of increasing road traffic noise is contained in
(GVF 1998, p. 29).

Alternatively, the «contingent valuation» method is used. Here, people affected by
noise are asked how much they would pay for a reduction in noise at their place of
residence if such a reduction could be purchased. The results of such studies are
presented in (UBA 1998, p. 62–63); these show that people are prepared to pay DM
15–25 per year, inhabitant and avoided decibel of noise. If the equivalent figures for
the aforementioned Swiss prices for detached houses are calculated using typical
mean values, it is found that the amounts of rent that Germans are willing to pay for
reduced noise are nearly an order of magnitude lower than the figures ascertained
for Switzerland.

Such methods for quantifying environmental damage in monetary terms do have
deficiencies, however. Apart from the general reservation regarding the trend to-
wards wanting to express the value of everything in terms of money and, furthermo-
re, using the markets as arbitrator for the determination of value, the drawback of
these methods is that they only determine statistical coincidences and barely address
the causal association of emission processes with individual effects on the natural
environment. Moreover, such appraisal methods tend to underweight those forms of
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damage that only come to light in the long term: the market players concerned are
generally unaware of them, and expert knowledge is needed to incorporate them
into the methodology. For example, someone who today buys or sells a dwelling
with a high level of noise exposure knows much less about the long-term effects of
this noise pollution on his health than a specialist physician. Consequently, this as-
pect surely cannot be adequately reflected in pricing.

1.3 Assessment of the effects of noise by means
of cause-and-effect chain models

This publication intends to show how the quantitative determination of effects of
sound emissions on human health can be carried out with the aid of a more analyti-
cal method which is closer to the causal relationships. For this, recourse was made
to the concept of «Damage-oriented Impact Assessment» which occupies an im-
portant place in the latest developments in life cycle assessment methods (cf. e.g.
GOEDKOOP 1999, HOFSTETTER 1998). The first version of this modular method
was published in 1999 (MÜLLER-WENK 1999): in the first module, the increase in
the sound level in residential areas which results from an additional transportation
activity is modelled; in the second module, the number of people per range of the
sound level and the sound level increase is ascertained. In the third module, the ma-
gnitude of the sound level is correlated with the frequency of important kinds of ad-
verse effects on health; and in the fourth module, weightings are given to the relati-
ve seriousness of these adverse effects. In this study, modules 3 and 4 in particular
have been improved by comparison with the 1999 publication by means of additio-
nal investigations.

This gives us a method which quantitatively depicts the implications of additional
transportation activities on the population's state of health, taking into account the
existing level of noise exposure. The method was developed for road traffic noise,
but can be extended to rail traffic noise as well (cf. section 6.2). The method's mo-
dular design means that individual modules can be modified at any time using more
recent scientific findings.

1.4 The significance of traffic noise in general
and road traffic noise in particular

Many different kinds of sound sources can lead to adverse effects of noise on hu-
mans. Without doubt, however, traffic – and specifically road traffic – clearly occu-
pies first place in terms of the proportion of the population exposed to significant
noise levels. This is documented for Switzerland by the data in (SAEFL 1997, pp.
127ff.) and for Europe in (Eurostat 1995, p. 288–289). Consequently, this publicati-
on primarily addresses the effects of road traffic noise on health. However, section
6 gives indications of how the method developed here might be applied to rail and
air traffic noise.
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The methods of life cycle assessment (LCA) are concerned with registering and
evaluating the effects of a production or consumption process on the natural envi-
ronment (consisting of human life, non-human life and the non-living environment).
Here, more and more attempts have recently been made to depict the link between
the emission and consumption quantities of a process and the resulting changes in
the quality of the natural environment through the modelling of cause-and-effect
chains. Starting from the emissions model applied in human toxicology, the follo-
wing links in the cause-and-effect chain result:
•  fate analysis describes the change in the pollutant concentrations in the envi-

ronment that is caused by a given emission quantity of the substance concerned;
•  exposure analysis shows how many people are affected by such changes in

concentration and to what extent;
•  effect analysis describes the effects on health that are likely to occur if humans

are exposed to a specific concentration of the substance for a specific period;
•  damage analysis describes the extent of damage that can be assumed if a human

being suffers from a specific effect on health for a specific period.

Such a method makes it possible, for example, to quantitatively compare, with a
high level of scientific objectivity, the use of diesel engines and petrol engines in
terms of the consequences of the different composition of their exhaust gases for
human health. The impacts on non-human health could also, of course, be investi-
gated and portrayed in a similar manner.

It is thus interesting to address the effects of sound emissions on human health
using the same system as the one applied to substance emissions in human toxico-
logy. Matters are complicated, however, by the special characteristics of sound
emissions and their effects:
•  an individual sound emission decays extremely quickly compared with substan-

ce emissions, with the result that sound emissions generally do not give rise to
an «immission concentration» (concentration at point of impact) that is reaso-
nably stable over time. It is necessary to define appropriate arithmetical means
for sound pressure levels, from which the momentary sound pressure may of
course differ greatly;

•  the sound exposure that is perceived by humans as noise is much more complex
to describe than the immission concentration of a noxious gas: besides the
sound's energy content, its frequency structure, volume over time and informati-
on content also influence its effect on humans;

•  the existence of sound-induced effects in humans is less easy to determine by
«objective» measurement methods than is the case with substance-related ef-
fects.

 2 The cause-and-effect chain
as a basis for improved
assessment of noise damage
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The purpose of fate analysis is to determine the way in which the LAeq,T sound
levels increase at all sites of permanent human residence if an additional transpor-
tation activity is performed, e.g. a 180-km journey by a 40-tonne articulated lorry.
The result of the subsequent exposure analyse is the number of persons that are af-
fected by a specific increase in the LAeq,T sound level as a consequence of this ad-
ditional transportation activity.

A transportation activity takes place on portions of a given national or continental
road network. Each portion of this road network is already subjected to an existing
level of traffic which exposes the people living on both sides of the road to an exi-
sting level of sound (background noise). This existing sound level is generally high
if a road has a high density of traffic and carries a high proportion of heavy goods
vehicles, and if the distance from the person to the street is small.

To be able to perform the analysis quantitatively, the following information is gene-
rally required:
a) It is necessary to know or be able to reasonably assume the portions of the road

network on which the additional truck journey will take place;
b) It is necessary to know the existing traffic frequencies of these portions, as well

as the sound level on the road and in the adjoining residential areas that is
caused by these traffic frequencies;

c) It is necessary to have available a method of calculation for determining the in-
crease in the sound level that is dependent on an increase in the traffic frequen-
cy by one vehicle unit;

d) It is necessary to know how many people live at locations with increased sound
levels.

3.1 Known transportation route

In some cases, information regarding a) is available which enables precise know-
ledge of the route of the truck journey from its starting point to its destination to be
gained – and hence also of the chain of road network portions used. In the case of
Switzerland, the information b) for the portions used is largely obtainable from the
cantonal road noise registers, which indicate the volumes of traffic, the characteri-
stics of the road and the sound level on the road per section of road in built-up
areas. The sound levels at the building facades are either contained in the road noise
register or can be ascertained with the aid of calculation methods for sound attenua-
tion (SAEFL 1991, p.12ff.). The information d) on the number of inhabitants per
unit area of the residential zone can be inferred from the land-use plans with the aid
of average value per zone type; more refined methods ascertain the estimated num-
ber of residents per building, ideally even with different numbers for night-time and
daytime. Hence it is known for each portion of road travelled how high the existing
vehicle densities and the sound levels in the residential zone are, and how many
people live at sites with a specific sound level, taking the attenuation during propa-
gation into account.

 3 Fate and exposure analysis
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Calculation methods c) then make it possible to ascertain for each portion of road
the increase in the sound level Delta-LAeq,T (abbreviated in the following as Delt-
aLeq) for the residents along this portion which results from the increase in the exi-
sting annual mean hourly volume of traffic by one vehicle per hour of the year.
Calculation standards as described in (SAEFL 1991, p.8ff) can be used for this (see
Figure 1).

Figure 1:
calculation of mean an-
nual LAeq as described in
(SAEFL 1991).

Input variables:
N1 Average number of Type 1 vehicles (cars, vans, light motorcycles) per hour
N2 Average number of Type 2 vehicles (trucks, buses, tractors, heavy motorcycles)
per hour
V1, V2 average vehicle speed in km/h
i gradient of road in %

Simplifying assumptions:
N1 + N2 are higher than 100 vehicles/hour (will be revised later)
Road surface is normal asphalt
No. of vehicles is the same in both directions of a road

Calculation of annual mean LAeq at a point +1 metre from the centreline
of the road:
LAeq = 10*log(100.1*LE1 + 100.1*LE2)
where:
LE1 = E1 + 10*log(N1)
LE2 = E2 + 10*log(N2)
E1 = max [{12.8+19.5*log(V1)}, {45+0.8*(0.5*i –2)}]
E2 = max [{34+13.3*log(V2)}, {56+0.6*(0.5*i -1.5)}]

For an individual portion of the known journey route, with given traffic frequencies
and road characteristics, the increase in the sound level for one additional vehicle
per hour during a whole year is the difference between two calculations of LAeq as
described in Figure 1, namely, the calculation using the existing traffic density and
the calculation using the existing traffic frequency increased by one unit. It is then
possible to determine by linear interpolation what part of this increase in the sound
level is attributable to a single, one-time journey. A single, one-time journey is
equivalent to 1/8760 of the increase of one unit in the hourly volume of vehicles
averaged over one year. It is remarkable that the methods of calculation for sound
attenuation from the centreline of the road to the object exposed to sound (SAEFL
1991, p.12ff.) are independent of the level of the sound value at the centre line of
the road; this means that the previously calculated increase in the sound level due to
one additional journey at the façades of the exposed buildings is still identical to
that at the centreline of the road.
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Figure 2: Examples of calculations of increases in sound level for additional traffic during the day

Calculation of increase in LAeq noise.xls
Place Bümplitz Saignelegier Soyhieres Oberentfelden Schwägalp
Road Bernstr Rte de l'Hop Rte de Bale Aarauerstr Passhöhe
INPUT DATA
N1 cars/h DAY 1626 166 232 246 53
N2 trucks/h DAY 153 10 45 14 9
v speed km/h 50 60 60 60 60
i gradient of road % 2 0 0 0 0
A type of surface 0 0 0 0 0
K1 correction factor 0 0 0 0 0
INTERMEDIATE VALUES
E'1 45.9299151 47.4739494 47.4739494 47.47394938 47.4739494
E''1 44.2 43.4 43.4 43.4 43.4
E1 45.9299151 47.4739494 47.4739494 47.47394938 47.4739494
E'2 56.5963011 57.6494116 57.6494116 57.64941163 57.6494116
E''2 55.7 55.1 55.1 55.1 55.1
E2 56.5963011 57.6494116 57.6494116 57.64941163 57.6494116
LE1 78.0411205 69.6750303 71.1288292 71.38330045 64.7167081
LE2 78.4432154 67.6494116 74.1815368 69.11069199 67.1918367
RESULTS in dB(A)
LAeq 81.2571198 71.7895633 75.9283595 73.40428387 69.1385644
LE1 if N1 +1car 78.0437906 69.7011141 71.1475086 71.40091892 64.797887
LE2 if N2 +1truck 78.4715083 68.0633385 74.2769899 69.41032422 67.6494116
Leq if N1 +1car 81.2583933 71.8056113 75.9345543 73.41535513 69.1680661
Leq if N2 +1truck 81.2719436 71.9538227 75.9924335 73.51820093 69.436344
DeltaLeq N1 +1car 0.00127 0.01605 0.00619 0.01107 0.02950
DeltaLeq N2 +1truck 0.01482 0.16426 0.06407 0.11392 0.29778

Figure 2 shows examples of calculations of sound levels during the day for portions
of road in accordance with (SAEFL 1991). The resulting baseline sound levels
LAeq coincide with the corresponding calculation examples (row: emission level
road Leq,e,m) of (SAEFL 1991). Starting from the baseline case, DeltaLeq N1
+1car means the increase in the average sound level LAeq for the 16 daytime hours
averaged over one year that is caused by an increase in the hourly volume of traffic
N1 of category 1 vehicles by one vehicle during all 16*365 daytime hours of the
whole year. It should be noted that the calculated increase in the sound level varies
considerably depending on the characteristics of a portion of road. In general, the
increase in the level is small if the volume of traffic is already large and the existing
sound level LAeq is already high. By contrast, the increase in the level is large if
the volume of traffic on the portion of road is low and the existing sound level is
low. If an additional car or truck travels on the cited portions of road only once (and
not every daytime hour of the year), the increase in the average level DeltaLeq must
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be divided by the annual number of daytime hours, viz. 365*16, the result being
shown on the last two lines of Figure 2.

The result of the fate and exposure analysis for the case in which the transportation
route is known consists of information on how many people along the travelled
section of road from A to B are currently exposed to a specific value of the sound
level LAeq,T, and by how much this average sound level – averaged over the long
term – has increased due to the additional journey. This computed increase in the
sound level is of course so small that it cannot be physically perceived. It is ne-
vertheless a worthwhile starting value for the subsequent effect analysis, as will be
shown later.

It should be noted that in specific cases, the procurement and processing of infor-
mation b) and d) can involve a lot of painstaking, detailed work. However, this
work can be reduced significantly if the following method for journeys with an un-
known route is used.

3.2 Unknown transportation route

In many cases, the portions of the road network that are used for a journey are not
known. Even if the starting point and destination of the journey in question are
known, it is possible, given the density of the road network, for various routes to be
travelled from case to case, depending on the time of day, the congestion situation,
additional loading and unloading points in collective shipment, and the truck
driver's personal preference. In addition, it may happen that the starting point or the
destination are not known. This is especially the case if the object of assessment is
not past journeys but those that are possible in the future. For example, in the con-
text of a firm's three-year plan the locations of additional customers are not yet
known, and in the case of a regional development plan the points between which
goods or passengers will be transported in the future are likewise not known. Mo-
reover, if the aim is to ascertain the environmental impacts of possible product al-
ternatives, inclusion of «upstream» stages in the transportation of the product is ge-
nerally essential. Information from public databases is normally used for this
purpose; these are supplier-neutral and independent of location and therefore do not
permit the transportation route to be determined. Such cases are typical for life-
cycle assessment (LCA) applications.

It is thus desirable to be able to perform fate and exposure analysis for the noise ex-
posure resulting from one road journey even if only limited information on a trans-
portation task is available – namely, information on the weight of the shipment, the
transportation distance and the means of transport, as well as a general indication as
to the geographical region (country, continent) in which the journey takes place. For
this general case, the fate and exposure analysis is dealt with in depth in (MÜLLER-
WENK 1999). The corresponding procedure is refined and presented in summary
form below.
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3.2.1 Assumption of traffic distribution
if the transportation route is unknown

If it is intended to determine the increase in the sound exposure of affected persons
that is due to an additional road journey for which the distance is known but not the
transportation route, it is first necessary to make a reasonable assumption as to how
this journey might be accomplished on the actual existing road network. After all,
the examples of increases in the sound level on various portions of road as per Figu-
re 2 have made it clear that it does matter where the additional traffic is generated.

The fundamental assumption here is that the additional journey is virtually distri-
buted over the entire (national or continental) road network; whereby, the corre-
sponding additional traffic over each portion of the network is assumed to be pro-
portional to the existing level of traffic. At the level of an individual journey, this
assumption initially seems to be quite unrealistic, since in Switzerland a 180-km
journey by a single truck certainly cannot be physically accomplished in such a way
that each portion of the approximately 80,000 km Swiss road network is travelled
by a fraction of an additional vehicle unit. On the other hand, this assumption is en-
tirely reasonable from the general point of view of the volume of traffic, for experi-
ence shows that the overall annual increase in traffic on a road network is approxi-
mately proportionate to the existing volume of traffic on the individual parts of the
network. Where there was already a lot of traffic, there is typically a large increase
in traffic the following year, and where there is currently little traffic, the increase
in absolute terms will be small. Against this background, the single journey that is
to be examined as to its consequences in terms of noise can be treated as though it
contributes to the trend of traffic growth (and hence to the increase in the sound
level) over the whole road network.

For Switzerland, an indication of the distribution of traffic growth within the road
network is given by the data on the evolution of the daily average traffic level,
which is recorded at over 200 automatic measuring sites spread over Switzerland's
national and cantonal road network (ASTRA 1998, Figure 6) Here it is evident that,
for example, the daily average traffic volumes for 1995 versus 1994 vary between
94% and 107%, while for 1995 the analysable measuring sites taken together record
100.5% of the previous year's daily average traffic level (ASTRA 1998, p.5). Al-
though this data suggests that the relative growth in traffic is greater for roads with
heavy traffic than for roads with light traffic (ASTRA 1998, pp.5–6), it may be as-
sumed, as an initial approximation, that the spatial distribution of future additional
traffic is approximately proportional to the existing traffic on the individual portions
of road.

Taking these circumstances into account, it is reasonable to ascertain the virtual
sound exposure resulting from a future additional journey with an unknown route
by breaking down this journey into «fractional» journeys and «spreading» it over
the entire road network in proportion to the present existing frequencies per section
of road. It is true that this method determines not the increase in the sound level that
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is actually caused by this additional journey, but this journey's theoretical contribu-
tion to the general increase in the sound level that is likely over the entire road net-
work if traffic increases in line with the trend. Nevertheless, since it is a priori not
known which route in the road network the journey to be assessed in terms of noise
will take, this theoretical contribution to the increase in the sound level over the
whole network is a worthwhile substitute value, on the basis of which a reasonable
impression of the noise and its consequences can be gained.

3.2.2 Apportionment of the existing volume of traffic to the road network

But where do we find the data regarding the apportionment of the existing volume
of traffic to the individual portions of the road network? As already mentioned abo-
ve, Switzerland has cantonal road noise maps which show, for each section of road,
the hourly averages for the volumes of vehicles and the breakdown between
cars/trucks and day/night. However, this data is currently only available in a form
that would make calculations for the whole system very expensive. An impression
of the distribution of traffic frequencies over the Swiss road network could be
gained more simply by analysing the vehicle counts from the automatic paystations
that exist in the road network. As this network of paystations is not dense enough to
allow the average daily volumes of traffic for each section of road to be determined
accurately, it has so far only been possible to produce a Swiss road map with ap-
proximate average daily volumes of traffic per section of road (SFSO 1995, enclo-
sed map). In addition, it only considers the national highways and cantonal roads,
since the network of automatic paystations is limited to these heavily trafficked
roads. The density distribution for the complete Swiss road network is not yet
available, nor could it be accomplished in the course of this study.

As a substitute, Switzerland's road traffic in 1995 was roughly divided between the
following four road types: motorways/trunk roads, main roads outside urban areas,
main roads in urban areas, secondary roads. This was done on the basis of the per-
centage breakdowns of traffic in (SAEFL 1995, appendix A10). At first sight, this
breakdown seems too approximate. In the next section, however, it will become
clear that the accuracy of the calculation results is adequate despite the imprecision
of this apportionment.
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Figure 3: Breakdown of traffic in 1995 according to road types and calculation of N1, N2

Breakdown of Swiss traffic in 1995 acc. to apportionment of distance travelled
in 1990 as per SRU 255 Appendix A10.1

noiseZähl.xls3
Vehicle category

Motorway/
trunk road

Main road,
non-urban

Main road,
urban

Sec. road
in/out-side
built-up area Total

Cars (Type 1), % share 31.9 29 15.6 23.5 100.00 %acc. to p.373
Vans (Type 1), % share 35.2 28.1 15.1 21.6 100.00 %acc..to p.373
Total Type 1, bn veh.-km 14.9578 13.4888 7.2556 10.8978 46.60
Trucks (Type 2), % share 46.8 28.7 11.9 12.6 100.00 %acc. to p.373
Motorcycles (Type 2), % share 21.2 38.2 15.4 25.2 100.00 %acc. to p.373
Total Type 2, bn veh.-km 1.40668 1.26079 0.51583 0.6867 3.87
Total bn veh.-km Types1+2 16.36448 14.74959 7.77143 11.5845 50.47
Network length, km 1876 15367 3790 58967 80000 acc. to p.230
Av. daily traffic volume, veh/day 23899 2630 5618 538
Apportionment of av. daily traffic volume:
N1 +N2 DAY veh/h 1390.91 151.99 324.71 31.65
N1 +N2 NIGHT veh/h 205.53 24.72 52.81 4.04
N1 DAY veh/h 1279.64 136.79 292.24 28.48
N2 DAY veh/h 111.27 15.20 32.47 3.16
N1 NIGHT veh/h 195.25 23.48 50.17 3.83
N2 NIGHT veh/h 10.28 1.24 2.64 0.20
Average speed  km/h 100 70 45 60

•  Apportionment of traffic to road types acc. to SRU 255 Appendix A10.1 p. 373 and p. 230.
•  Volumes of traffic in vehicle-kilometres acc. to traffic statistics 1995, pp. 68,69,74.
•  The volumes of traffic in the vehicle categories "total" also include other types of vehicles not listed.
•  Network lengths acc. to SRU 255 p. 230; assumed total length of Swiss network 80,000 km.
•  The length of the municipal roads (approx. 59,000 km in 1995) is based on statistic T11.2.1.1.1 of the

Swiss Statistical Yearbook for 2001; the network length figure for 1995 is increased to take account of growth
in the 10-year period 1975-1985 and rounded.

•  Average daily traffic volume from total vehicle-km Type 1+2, divided by network length and 365 days.
•  N1, N2 determined acc. to SRU 15 pp. 3-4, which produces a difference versus totals for Type 1 and Type 2 for each type

of road. Speeds are very approximate averages from SRU 255 p.236.

In Figure 3, the statistically measured total traffic per vehicle category (46.6 billion
vehicle-kilometres for Category 1, 3.87 billion vehicle-kilometres for Category 2) is
apportioned to the four road types based on the percentages given in (SAEFL
1995). Once we have determined the road length per road type, we can obtain the
mean daily traffic volume (DTV) per 24-hour day by dividing annual vehicle-
kilometres by road length and number of days per year. As expected, these DTV
values are high for motorways and main non-urban roads and low for secondary
roads. By using the factors given in (SAEFL 1991), we can also determine the
hourly vehicle frequencies N1 and N2 for daytime and night-time hours. As expec-
ted, these figures are also very high for motorways during daytime hours and very
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low for secondary roads at night. These are mean values per road type. However,
the frequency counts of the automatic pay stations (ASTRA 1998) show that DTV
values can vary greatly within one road type. It would be advantageous for subse-
quent calculations if a breakdown of total traffic per interval of frequency volumes
– rather than purely by road type – were available.

3.2.3 Determining the DeltaLeq value for additional traffic per road type

The next step is to determine the increase (DeltaLeq) in the mean annual noise level
on the Swiss road network resulting from 1000 vehicle-kilometres of additional
traffic (car or truck) on an unknown route. As already explained, it is assumed that
this additional traffic is virtually apportioned to the road network in the same pro-
portions as the total actual traffic in vehicles per hour for a suitable reference year
(figures for 1995 are used here). If one wishes to use this method to determine the
DeltaLeq values for the four sub-networks of the Swiss road network (motorways
and trunk roads, main roads within urban areas, main roads outside urban areas, and
secondary roads), then the calculation method must be modified slightly in com-
parison with the examples in Figure 2. This is because the objective in comparison
is no longer to determine how large the sound level increase (DeltaLeq) will be for
1 additional journey at every daytime hour or night-time hour of the year on each
sub-segment of all four sub-networks. Instead, the additional traffic per sub-
network shall be proportional to the previous total traffic in that sub-network. This
means that the additional vehicle travelling on the road network is split virtually
into vehicle fractions that travel on all segments of the four sub-networks. It also
means that this vehicle fraction is very small for road segments with little traffic
and comparatively large for road segments with high traffic frequencies. Although
fractions of vehicles do not make physical sense, it is possible to operate with them
very easily in mathematical terms since the equations used in Figures 1 and 2 do not
assume that N1 and N2 are integers. Figure 4 shows calculations performed for the
sound level increases (DeltaLeq) both in the sub-networks and across the entire
network.
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Figure 4: Calculation of the sound level increase DeltaLeq for the sub-networks and the total network

Sound level increase for additional traffic distributed across total network

noise-tra.xls (deltaleq-new) Motorways/
truck rds

Main
non-urban

Main
urban

Sec.
roads

Motorways/
truck rds

Main
non-urban

Main
urban

Sec.
roads

INPUT-DATA DAY DAY DAY DAY NIGHT NIGHT NIGHT NIGHT
from noiseZähl.xls(3)
Network length [km] 1876 15367 3790 58967 1876 15367 3790 58967
N1 [cars/h] 1279.64 136.79 292.24 28.48 195.25 23.48 50.17 3.83
N2 [trucks/h] 111.27 15.20 32.47 3.16 10.28 1.24 2.64 0.20
v mean speed [km/h] 100 70 45 60 100 70 45 60
i road gradient % 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A surface 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
K1 correction factor 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

INTERMEDIATE RESULTS
E'1 51.8000 48.7794 45.0376 47.4739 51.8000 48.7794 45.0376 47.4739
E''1 43.4000 43.4000 43.4000 43.4000 43.4000 43.4000 43.4000 43.4000
E1 51.8000 48.7794 45.0376 47.4739 51.8000 48.7794 45.0376 47.4739

E'2 60.6000 58.5398 55.9877 57.6494 60.6000 58.5398 55.9877 57.6494
E''2 55.1000 55.1000 55.1000 55.1000 55.1000 55.1000 55.1000 55.1000
E2 60.6000 58.5398 55.9877 57.6494 60.6000 58.5398 55.9877 57.6494

LE1 82.8709 70.1400 69.6950 62.0193 74.7059 62.4864 62.0421 53.3059
LE2 81.0638 70.3582 71.1025 62.6463 70.7199 59.4740 60.2038 50.6597

RESULTS in dB(A)
Leq 85.0710 73.2608 73.4659 65.3544 76.1653 64.2466 64.2298 55.1916

LE1 if N1 +0.01car 82.8709 70.1403 69.6952 62.0209 74.7061 62.4882 62.0430 53.3173
LE2 if N2 +0.01 truck 81.0642 70.3611 71.1039 62.6600 70.7242 59.5089 60.2202 50.8716
Leq if N1 +0.01car 85.0710 73.2609 73.4659 65.3551 76.1655 64.2478 64.2303 55.1990
Leq if N2 +0.01 truck 85.0711 73.2622 73.4666 65.3618 76.1665 64.2583 64.2363 55.2674
DeltaLeq N1 +0.01car 0.000020 0.000155 0.000062 0.000707 0.000159 0.001233 0.000523 0.007339
DeltaLeq N2 +0.01 truck 0.000155 0.001464 0.000776 0.007361 0.001206 0.011655 0.006505 0.075817

If additional traffic is proportional to current actual:
Increase N1 [no. vehicles] 0.737 0.079 0.168 0.016 0.716 0.086 0.184 0.014
Corresponding DeltaLeq 0.001506 0.001219 0.001049 0.001160 0.011379 0.010616 0.009622 0.010307
Resulting from [veh.-km] 8070421 7066738 3723526 5645788 3921695 3863110 2035791 2418008
Mean DeltaLeq 0.001234 0.010481
Resulting from total [veh.-km] 24506472 12238605
DeltaLeq per 1000 car-km 5.03E-08 8.56E-07
Increase N2 [no. vehicles] 0.69 0.09 0.20 0.02 0.72 0.09 0.18 0.01
Corresponding DeltaLeq 0.010648 0.013730 0.015546 0.014349 0.086304 0.100644 0.119592 0.105595
Resulting from [veh.-km] 7520397 8415163 4433547 6713144 3921519 3874710 2034565 2398101
Mean DeltaLeq 0.013568 0.103034
Resulting from  total [veh.-km] 27082250 12228895
DeltaLeq per 1000 truck-km 5.01E-07 8.43E-06
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The upper section of Figure 4 shows calculations similar to those in Figure 2. The
difference here is that entire sub-networks are used instead of single road segments.
Moreover, the hourly traffic volumes for daytime and night-time from Figure 3 are
now included. In addition, the sound level increases (DeltaLeq) are not calculated
for the case of 1.0 additional vehicle travelling per daytime or night-time hour of
the year but for 0.01 vehicle. This is because there are some very low vehicle fre-
quencies per hour in Figure 4 compared with the cases in Figure 2. We find that the
value of DeltaLeq in the interval from N1 to N1 + 1 car/hour or from N2 to N2 +1
truck/hour increases almost linearly, as long as N1 or N2 is greater than 1 vehicle/
hour. If, on the other hand, N1 or N2 is equal to or smaller than 1 vehicle/hour, qua-
si-linearity no longer applies. This means that the values obtained for DeltaLeq are
rather too low, especially for trucks at night on secondary roads, if calculations are
based on intervals of +1 vehicle/hour. In order to exclude this error, the sound level
increases in Figure 4 were calculated on the basis of a frequency increase of 0.01
vehicle/hour. It is possible to show that this solution satisfies the demand that the
DeltaLeq values behave linearly with respect to vehicle frequency variation in the
case of small variations around a given vehicle frequency.

The sound level increases DeltaLeq in the middle section of Figure 4 show the pic-
ture that is familiar from Figure 2. The increases are small for heavily trafficked
roads and periods and large for roads and periods where the traffic is light; this va-
riation amounts to about 2 powers of ten.

In the lower portion of Figure 4, the sound level increases of the sub-networks are
calculated on the basis of a fraction of a vehicle proportional to the actual traffic in-
stead of an additional 0.01 vehicle per hour travelling on them. This vehicle fraction
is stated in the row «Increase N1 (or N2)», where it is broken down according to
daytime and night-time and according to cars and trucks. The figure for «Corre-
sponding DeltaLeq» given in the next row corresponds to the sound level increase
resulting from this additional fractional traffic; it is obtained by multiplying the va-
lue for DeltaLeq for +0.01 vehicle (given in the middle section of Figure 4) by the
associated value of the vehicle fraction. This multiplication operation is none other
than a linear interpolation of DeltaLeq in the local range around the frequency
numbers N1 and N2. This is acceptable in the light of the points set out above.

At first glance, it is extremely surprising that the «Corresponding DeltaLeq» values
exhibit only small fluctuations around the respective mean value within each of the
4 case groups (cars/daytime, cars/night-time, trucks/daytime, and trucks/night-
time). (One only needs to compare these variations with the Delta Leq N1+0.01car
and DeltaLeq N2+0.01truck values in the middle section of Figure 4, which exhibit
much greater deviations.) It is not accidental that the «Corresponding DeltaLeq»
values within the case group are approximately the same if the effect of different
vehicle speeds is eliminated. In fact, by varying N1 and N2 in the calculation table
we find that the magnitude of DeltaLeq N1 +0.01car or DeltaLeq N2 +0.01truck at
the same speeds v is approximately inversely proportional to N1 and N2, respecti-
vely. Under these conditions it becomes clear that the «Corresponding DeltaLeq»
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values per case group must be approximately equal, since they are the product of a
quantity proportional to N and a quantity proportional to 1/N.

This regularity can be explained mathematically if we note that the function for
DeltaLeq is the first derivation with respect to N of the function for Leq. If, for
simplicity's sake, we ignore for the moment the interaction of the sub-sound-levels
for cars and trucks, which causes some complications, then we obtain the following,
in accordance with Figure 1:

DeltaLeq N1+1 car ≈ (LE1)' = (E1 + 10*log(N1) )' = 10*1/[N1*ln(10)]

where (..)' is the first derivation with respect to the variable N1, and ln is the natural
logarithm. If, however, DeltaLeq N1+0.01car is proportional to 1/N1 and if this
sound level increase is multiplied, as shown above, by additional traffic proportio-
nal to N1, then the result must become independent of N1.

However, differences in the magnitude of the «Corresponding DeltaLeq» value per
case group result as the consequence of different driving speeds v and different road
gradients or inclines i. And yet it is possible to show, by varying these values in the
calculation table (Figure 4), that the overall picture of the «Corresponding Delta-
Leq» values within the case groups varies within narrow limits of approximately
plus/minus 20% as long as the mean speeds v are varied between 45 and 100 km/h
and as long as the inclines remain between 0 and 5%.

In fact, we obtain a very elegant result when the «Corresponding DeltaLeq» values
are approximately equal within the case groups cars/daytime, cars/night-time,
trucks/daytime, and trucks/night-time. This means in fact that the population living
close to the different road types is exposed to an approximately equal increase in
the sound level as long as the additional traffic on all road segments is assumed to
be proportional to the previous total traffic. The mean DeltaLeq value calculated
from the four «corresponding DeltaLeq» values for a case group can therefore be
considered the approximate additional sound level for the country's entire resident
population. Consequently, it is not necessary to worry about the percentages of the
population that live on roads with heavy traffic or roads with lighter traffic.

It is thus relatively easy to determine a mean DeltaLeq value for the entire road
network for the four case groups cars/daytime, cars/night-time, trucks/daytime, and
trucks/night-time. For this purpose, the necessary vehicle-kilometres are determined
(Figure 4, fourth and tenth lines from the bottom) in order to obtain the increase in
hourly vehicle frequency (inserted two lines above) over the entire length of a sub-
network. This value, in vehicle-kilometres/yr, is the product of the fraction factor,
sub-network length, and number of daytime or night-time hours per year. If we di-
vide the mean value for «corresponding DeltaLeq» by the total vehicle-kilometres
required, then we obtain the desired DeltaLeq per 1000 vehicle-kilometres for each
of the four case groups. The entire population residing in the area of the total road
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network being analysed, i.e., the total population of Switzerland in the present case,
is exposed to this mean sound level increase.

At this point the objection could be raised that not all residents of Switzerland live
directly adjacent to a road but rather in buildings that are at different distances from
the road centreline. This means that the sound level at the exterior wall of the buil-
ding is attenuated as the distance from the road increases and also when obstacles
come between the road and the building. However, it has been found (SAEFL 1991,
pp. 12ff) that all sound attenuation deductions are a function solely of geometric
quantities and not of the sound pressure level of the sound source. This means that
the magnitude of DeltaLeq is not reduced if a person exposed to noise increases his
or her distance from the road centreline. Therefore, the calculated DeltaLeq values
apply to all residents of Switzerland and not just to those residing immediately ad-
jacent to the road centreline. (Irrespective of that fact, a specific sound level increa-
se – DeltaLeq – naturally has different effects depending on the background sound
level at the point of impact. However, this circumstance is taken into account in the
section on effect analysis.)

3.2.4 Result of fate analysis: DeltaLeq per vehicle type

Figure 4 shows that some of the hourly vehicle volumes N1+N2 are in a range that
does not correspond to the boundary condition N1+N2 >100 vehicles/hr defined in
Figure 1. Indeed, hourly traffic frequencies that are significantly below 100 ve-
hicles/hour are given in Figure 4 for night-time and on secondary roads. For this
case, the calculation method based on (SAEFL 1991) provides that the calculated
sound level must be reduced by a correction term K1, which amounts to -5 dB for
the range of <31.6 vehicles/hr and is equal to 10*log((N1+N2)/100) for the range of
31.6 to 100 vehicles/hr. Is it then necessary to revise the calculations based on
K1=0 that are shown in Figure 4?

The answer is no. Level correction K1 does not bring about an adjustment in terms
of the emission level LAeq. Rather it forms the transition from the emission level
LAeq to the evaluation level Lr (SAEFL 1991, pp. 11–12, where LAeq is written as
LE). While the emission level is a physical quantity that can be measured using an
acoustic measuring device, the evaluation level is a quantity which relates to the
sound impact and takes into account the empirical evidence that a sound level of 50
dB(A), for example, will trigger adverse effects in humans that can vary in severity
depending on the type of noise (SAEFL 2002, p. 90). The level correction K1 must
be taken into account if the objective is to determine whether a measured or calcu-
lated sound level will violate an exposure limit or not, since exposure limits are de-
fined in terms of the evaluation level Lr (SAEFL 2002, p. 35). In contrast, there is a
clear separation in the present study between the aspects of sound generation and
adverse impact. In Section 3, fate analysis determines the mathematical sound level
increase DeltaLeq resulting from additional road traffic, i.e., the measurable emissi-
on level that can be measured by an acoustic measuring device. On the other hand,
the question of the adverse impact of a sound level of a specific magnitude is
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discussed in Section 4 of this study. The inclusion of K1 values not equal to zero in
Section 3 would therefore result in double consideration of noise impact as a func-
tion of noise type.

The result of fate analysis for an unknown transportation route is accordingly ob-
tained directly from Figure 4 and is summarised below in Figure 5. The figures are
rounded to two significant digits to indicate rough estimates (further discussion of
the uncertainty of the resulting numbers will follow below in Section 5.5).

Figure 5: Mathematical increase in the sound level averaged over 1 year for the entire road network in Switzerland
resulting from an additional trip of 1,000 km on an unknown route.

Additional journeys Sound level increase DeltaLeq
in micro-dB(A)

1,000 km Type 1 vehicle (cars, vans, small motorcycles), daytime
1,000 km Type 1 vehicle (cars, etc.) night-time
1,000 km Type 2 vehicle (trucks, buses, tractors, heavy motorcycles), daytime
1,000 km Type 2 vehicle (trucks, etc.) night-time

0.050
0.86
0.50
8.4

The values in Figure 5 are clearly lower than the corresponding values in (MÜLLER-
WENK 1999, p. 35). The difference is due to refinements in method, but also to the
fact that excessively high population figures were used in (MÜLLER-WENK 1999) as
the basis for averaging over the sub-networks.

The values in Figure 5 refer to vehicles which, owing to their technical equipment
and performance, produce average sound emissions compared with the total fleet of
their type (based on the data available when (SAEFL 1991) was written). If the ve-
hicles of a specific transportation process being investigated have sound emissions
that vary significantly from these assumed averages, then the values in Figure 5
could be adjusted.

3.2.5 Exposure analysis: the Swiss population exposed to road noise

Sound exposure has an impact on human health. The impact of a given increase in
the annual mean sound level DeltaLeq is a function of the magnitude of the sound
level that existed previously. These effects are treated in Sections 4 and 5. Howe-
ver, we should mention already at this point that a sound level increase will not
have significant consequences for humans inside of buildings if the resulting sound
level at the exterior walls does not exceed 50 dB LAeq during the day and 45 dB
LAeq during the night (WHO 2000, Section 4.3.1). Therefore, if a daytime truck
trip were to bring about a mathematical increase in DeltaLeq only in the context of
a road network whose daytime LAEq is below 50 dB at every point, then this trip
would not have significant consequences for human health.
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In order for the impact of DeltaLeq on human health to be determined, it is first ne-
cessary to provide data on the frequency distribution of the population with respect
to the various actual sound level ranges («background exposure»). As explained in
Chapter 3.1, this frequency distribution can in principle be determined for the Swiss
road network by using a combination of road noise maps and zone planning data.
Since the expense of a country-wide calculation would be considerable, however,
these results are not yet available.

Although data has been published on the percentage distribution of the Swiss po-
pulation with respect to road-noise-induced background sound (SAEFL 1997, pp.
129–130), this data is somewhat old (1985) and the methods by which it was de-
rived no longer correspond to current standards. A more reliable result of exposure
analysis was obtained for this study by another route. For the Canton of Zurich (ex-
cluding the cities of Zurich and Winterthur), data is available regarding the road
noise maps and population areas in a form that makes computerised calculation of
the desired distribution function possible. Results for the 125,000 buildings used for
noise-sensitive purposes (living and working) throughout the area of investigation
have been published in the form of a noise overview register referred to as LUK (JB
Zürich 2001, p. 66). Because about 10.5% of the Swiss residential population lives
in the LUK area of investigation, it seemed reasonable to determine the daytime and
night-time sound level distributions for the 298,000 dwellings and 744,000 resi-
dents within the LUK area and to then extrapolate the results to Switzerland as a
whole. The resulting distributions of the Swiss population to different sound level
ranges were published in (MÜLLER-WENK 1999, pp. 40–41). The corresponding
graphs showing the distribution of the Swiss population by road noise-induced con-
tinuous sound level ranges are shown below in Figure 6.
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Figure 6:
Individuals in Switzerland
exposed to road noise,
extrapolated from LUK
Zürich data (MÜLLER-
WENK 1999). The sound
levels in this case are al-
ways understood to repre-
sent values on the outside
of building façades.
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The result of the foregoing fate and exposure analysis is that the small sound level
increases DeltaLeq resulting from additional traffic, as shown in Figure 5, cause the
exposure of the entire population to shift slightly to the right with respect to the
background level shown in Figure 6. There is an «overflow» from each decibel co-
lumn to the next higher decibel column. Since we may assume equal distribution of
individuals within one decibel column, the «overflow» from one column to the next
column that is caused by 1 micro-dB is equal to one millionth of the number of in-
dividuals in this column, as shown in Figure 6.

We should repeat that the background sound levels mentioned above refer to buil-
ding exteriors. In the interior, the corresponding sound levels with closed windows
are approximately 30 dB lower (UBA 2000, p. 15). However, this attenuation is ve-
ry much a function of the type of building construction. If the windows are open but
the windows do not make up more than 10% of the outer wall area, the maximum
reduction in sound level from the «outside» to the «inside» is 10 dB (WHO 2000,
Section 2.6).
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What are the consequences for human health – i.e. for physical and psychological
well-being – when road-traffic noise reaches a certain level or even rises marginally
above this value?

4.1 Overview of the effects of noise on human health

The current state of knowledge about the impact of noise on health is presented in
(WHO 2000, section 3). It can be summarised as follows:
•  Hearing damage is not to be expected providing the average continuous equiva-

lent sound level received at the ears of the exposed individual over 24 hours
does not exceed 70 dB. Although Figure 6 shows higher levels (outside), road-
traffic noise hardly ever results in hearing disorders because nobody is outdoors
for 24 hours a day and consequently the auditory system is at times protected by
the sound-attenuating properties of the building envelope.

•  Interference with communication (conversation or listening to music; interfe-
rence with more intellectually demanding tasks would also be comparable) can
occur at noise levels of 35 dB and over. According to Figure 6, this level is
greatly exceeded in rooms with closed windows (assumed average sound trans-
mission reduction from outside to inside a building: 30 dB) during the daytime
(0600–2200).

•  Sleep disturbances are strongly influenced by the maximum noise levels of indi-
vidual events. However, since the noise situation is expressed in terms of the
average equivalent continuous sound pressure level (LAeq), sleep disturbances
are to be expected above 30 dB in bedrooms. The data in Figure 6 show that, due
to road-traffic noise, this limit is usually exceeded where windows are left open
(assumed sound transmission reduction: 10 dB), whereas with closed windows
(assumed reduction 30 dB) exceedence is less frequent.

•  Cardiovascular and physiological effects can result from long-term exposure to
noise, with the threshold cited being 65–70 dB of the average equivalent conti-
nuous sound pressure level over 24 hours (at the building façade). According to
Figure 6, these values are in some cases exceeded by road-traffic noise. It should
be noted, however, that the correlation between noise and heart disease has yet
to be satisfactorily verified.

•  Psychological disturbances of various kinds can occur as a result of increased
noise pollution. No threshold values have been set for such effects, however, and
the correlation between noise and effects does not yet appear to have been ade-
quately verified.

•  A distinction is drawn between the above-mentioned health effects and annoy-
ance, although the dividing line is admittedly blurred. The effects of noise-
induced annoyance are aggressiveness, depression and irritability. The correlati-
on between noise level and the extent of annoyance is typically determined by
means of social surveys – i.e.canvassing the views of affected individuals. Based
on a large number of such studies, dose-response curves have been plotted for
the correlation between noise level and a high degree of annoyance (percentage
of highly annoyed persons in a population). These curves indicate a striking in-

 4 Effect analysis
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crease in the proportion of persons experiencing «serious disturbance» as soon
as the daytime LAeq and the night-time LAeq (increased by 10 dB) exceeds the
value of 42 dB (MIEDEMA 1998). According to Figure 6, this condition is fulfil-
led in the case of road-traffic noise.

In connection with this study, we took the two cases «sleep disturbance» and «com-
munication disturbance» from the above-mentioned WHO list of adverse health ef-
fects and subjected them to further consideration. The other effects were set aside
for the time being, either because they have little relevance to road-traffic noise
(hearing damage) or owing to the apparent lack of research to date into the causal
link between noise and damage to health (cardiovascular effects and psychological
disturbances). Nevertheless, in the case of cardiovascular effects an assessment is
undertaken in this study of the incidence of myocardial infarction (heart attacks) as
a result of road-traffic noise in Switzerland (see section 4.5). Noise-induced annoy-
ance is not being treated here as a health impairment in its own right, since, from a
medical practitioner's viewpoint, the effect of serious annoyance as shown in the
standard dose-response curves is not a medical condition whose severity can be
evaluated (i.e. compared with common medical conditions – cf. section 5 of this
study).

The emphasis that is being placed on sleep disturbances and communication distur-
bance can be equated with a conservative assessment of the total adverse health
load of road-traffic noise.

On the other hand, one should also mention here the frequently heard objection that
sleep disturbances and communication disturbance are not, strictly speaking, health
impairments on a par with conditions such as asthma, diabetes or colour blindness.
In the case of sleep disturbances, this objection is clearly not tenable, since there is
no fundamental difference between the disturbances of sleep, respiratory function,
blood sugar regulation and vision. In the case of communication disturbance – i.e.
noise-induced impairment of speech intelligibility, listening to music and the per-
ception of other acoustical signals – it might indeed be argued that this does not
constitute a physical disturbance of auditory function, but merely a temporary re-
duction in its effectiveness as a result of exogenous interference with a useful signal
by a disruptive signal. It should be noted, however, that the implications for affec-
ted individuals who are unable to escape the noise are the same whether their inabi-
lity to understand a conversation is attributable to medically diagnosable hearing
damage or to an excessively high noise level. In this respect, communication distur-
bance can be regarded as being at least equivalent to hearing damage, and thus we
shall hereinafter construe communication disturbance as a health impairment.
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4.2 Analysing effect in connection with sleep
and communication disturbance

The aim is to gather quantitative information about the increased incidence of sleep
disturbance or communication disturbance if the background sound pressure levels
to which the Swiss population is exposed, rise by a DeltaLeq value (see Figure 5) as
a result of additional traffic activity compared with the situation shown in Figure 6.
In principle, an increase in effect can be expected to occur in two respects: On the
one hand, an increase in sound pressure level will result in additional cases of
sleep/communication disturbance. On the other hand it is possible that in pre-
existent cases the degree of the health impairment may increase; i.e., a person al-
ready suffering from sleep disturbances may suffer a further reduction in sleep qua-
lity. We follow the approach customarily adopted in social-medicine statistics,
which is to classify the circumstances of the particular health impairment by esta-
blishing upper and lower limits for the relevant variables and then treating all cases
falling within these parameters on an equal footing. This means that, when underta-
king an effect analysis, we define the circumstances of the sleep disturbance or
communication disturbance by setting the appropriate limits, and then simply ask
how many cases of this complaint are to be expected if 1,000 people are conti-
nuously exposed to a sound pressure level of 50 dB, 51 dB..... 80 dB.

The answer to this question takes the form of a dose-response relationship showing
the number of cases of sleep disturbance or communication disturbance as a func-
tion of the increase in the noise dose, i.e. the sound pressure level. Since the dose-
response relationship in this study is intended to link the results of the fate and ex-
posure analysis (section 3) with the results of the damage analysis (section 5), some
degree of matching is required. In particular, this means that in the dose-response
relationship the sound pressure level is expressed with the same measure as that
used in the fate analysis, i.e. in the form of the average annual sound level LAeq.
Moreover, this means that the effects must be described in the same way as they
were formulated in the damage analysis for the assessment by the panel of physi-
cians.

We were able to satisfy this need for matching by re-evaluating the data from the
Swiss «Noise Study '90» (Lärmstudie 90, OLIVA 1998). In the interest of represen-
tativeness, one would ideally have used the dose-response relationship from
(MIEDEMA 1998), which had been synthesised from the results of 26 different stu-
dies. This was not possible, however, because in MIEDEMA the effect is expressed
solely in the form of the «Percentage of Highly Annoyed Persons», which is not a
suitable input value for medical damage analysis. Nevertheless, it was possible to
verify that the results of «Noise Study '90» did at least approximately match those
recorded in the 26 studies that were considered in (MIEDEMA 1998) with regard to
the key value, the «Percentage of Highly Annoyed Persons».
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4.3 Evaluations of the data from the Swiss «Noise Study '90»

In 1991 around 2,000 people from the Zurich and Geneva regions took part in a
survey based on a fixed questionnaire designed to ascertain their susceptibility to
environmental influences at home. The questionnaire was structured in such a way
that the respondents would not realise that this was, effectively, a study on the im-
pact of noise. The participants were selected to ensure appropriate representation of
different age groups and sexes and so that dwellings exposed to all combinations
(high/moderate/low) of road-traffic noise and aircraft noise would feature in the
study. The results of this study were published in (OLIVA 1998). One important fin-
ding in this particular connection is recorded in (OLIVA 1998, p.122): «The respon-
dents perceive road-traffic noise and aircraft noise as being two distinct types of
background noise». This means that the sound pressure levels relating to road traffic
and the survey responses relating to the perceived effects of road traffic can form
the basis for a dose-response relationship for road-traffic noise without this relati-
onship being distorted by different sound pressure levels from aircraft.

For the purposes of the present study, the computerised data from the 2,052 survey
interviews and from the accompanying measurements of the road traffic-related
daytime LAeq (cf. OLIVA 1998, p. 33/34) were re-evaluated in the year 2000. In the
course of this reappraisal special emphasis was placed on the correlation between
the daytime LAeq measured/calculated at the building façade and the responses to
the following questions from the questionnaire:

Question 22a:
How often (at least once every day / once every few days / once every few weeks / not
at all) does road-traffic noise…

FR22A_2 … prevent you from sleeping through the night or getting to sleep?
FR22A_3 … disturb you when you are listening to the radio or to music or watching

television?
FR22A_5 … disturb you during conversations or telephone calls?
FR22A_6 … distract you from your work at home (reading, reflecting, concentrating)?
FR22A_7 … interfere with your rest and recreation at home in the evenings?
FR22A_8 … give you a headache?
FR22A_9 … make you nervous and irritable?

Figure 7:
Principal questions re-
garding the effect of road-
traffic noise according to
the list of questions used
in «Noise study '90»

Question 20e:
Imagine there was such a thing as a thermometer that could measure the extent to
which you are disturbed by noise in your home. A score of 10 indicates that the noise-
related disturbance is unbearable, while 0 denotes that you are not disturbed in the
slightest. Using this thermometer scale from 0 to 10, please indicate:

FR20E_2 The extent to which you are disturbed by road-traffic noise.
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The following criteria were then applied in evaluating the survey data:
•  Road-traffic noise-induced sleep disturbance can be considered to occur where

interviewees respond to question FR22A_2 by giving the answer «at least once
every day» or «once every few days». If road-traffic noise only prevents them
from sleeping through the night or getting to sleep «once every few weeks», they
cannot really be considered to be suffering from sleep disturbance.

•  Road-traffic noise-induced communication disturbance can be considered to oc-
cur where interviewees respond to at least one of questions FR22A_3,
FR22A_5, FR22A_6, FR22A_7, FR22A_8 and FR22A_9 by giving the answer
«at least once every day» or «once every few days». There can be no doubt that
questions FR22A_3 and FR22A_5 refer to communication disturbance. The re-
maining questions (FR22A_6 to FR22A_9), on the other hand, do not refer to
disturbances in the auditory reception of desired information due to unwanted
environmental noise effects. Consequently, these cannot, strictly speaking, be
characterised as cases of communication disturbance. Nevertheless, they are
disturbances and cannot simply be dismissed as irrelevant. On the contrary, they
are important considerations in the overall assessment of the effects of noise on
human health. We therefore regard the disturbances that occur daily or once eve-
ry few days of concentration (A_6), recreational disturbances (A_7), headaches
(A_8) and irritability/nervousness (A_9) as pertinent facts which, from a health
point of view, can approximately be equated with a communication disturbance
in the narrower sense. While this approach certainly amounts to a slight over-
simplification, it nevertheless serves to provide a more realistic picture of the
noise-induced health impairments than if the affirmative answers to these four
questions were simply to be ignored. Furthermore, the error can be rated as rela-
tively minor if the disturbances mentioned in A_6 to A_9 are treated as equiva-
lent to the communication disturbance. After all, only a small number of respon-
dents within the body of data collected in «Noise Study '90» denied experiencing
frequent disturbances of the kind alluded to in A_3 and A_5 but nevertheless
answered in the affirmative to at least one of questions A_6 to A_9. This will be
shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9. We therefore consider it prudent to regard
disturbances of the kind referred to in questions A_6 to A_9 as being equatable
with a communication disturbance in the stricter sense (A_3 and A_5).

In the case of both sleep disturbance and communication disturbance, we consider
that a true disturbance can only be considered to exist if, in addition to the frequen-
cy of the event in question (at least once every few days), special emphasis is also
placed by the interviewee on the intensity of the disturbance experienced. This me-
ans that the answer to the additional question FR20E_2 must fall within the 8–10
range on the scalometer («highly annoyed»). In other words, the respondents must
have experienced the disturbance as being either «unbearable» or virtually unbea-
rable.

Although the lifestyle behaviours of different people vary, we make the simplified
assumption here that the activities associated with communication disturbance are
performed during the daytime (between 0600 and 2200), whereas sleep is reckoned to
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take place at night-time (between 2200 and 0600). Communication disturbance is the-
refore associated with the road-traffic noise-related sound pressure level «daytime
LAeq» (termed «LAeq TAGS» in the original German text) at the building façade.
Sleep disturbance, on the other hand, is associated with the «night-time LAeq»
(«LAeq NACHTS») at the building façade. In the context of «Noise Study '90»,
only the first-mentioned sound pressure level was measured/calculated. According
to a written communication from C. OLIVA and based on general experience, it may
be assumed that the relevant night-time LAeq at all locations is in each case around
8–10 dB lower. This is in accordance with the data for the Canton of Zurich, on
which the graph in Figure 6 is based.

The principal results from the new evaluation of the body of data from «Noise Stu-
dy '90» are set out in Figure 8 below:

Figure 8: Evaluation of data from «Noise Study '90»: Number of cases of sleep disturbance and communication
disturbance. Includes only those «frequently disturbed» individuals who at the same time classed them-
selves as «highly annoyed» as far as the intensity of the disturbance was concerned. Cases are totalled
for each sound pressure level interval, daytime/night-time LAeq. (The night-time sound pressure level is
assumed to be 9 dB(A) lower than during the day.) The stated sound pressure levels relate to the build-
ing façade.

Frequently» disturbed (daily or once every few days) with scalometer 8–10
LAeq range road traffic, daytime dB(A) <55 55–59 60–64 >=65
Corresponding LAeq range, road traffic, night-time dB(A) <46 46–50 51–55 >=56
Total no. of respondents 957 422 432 241
of which, no. «highly annoyed» 73 98 115 113
% «highly annoyed» 7.6 23.2 26.6 46.9
No. of Highly Annoyed «frequently» disturbed, night-time 38 54 60 72
% Highly Annoyed AND «frequently» disturbed, night-time (sleep disturbance) 4.0 12.8 13.9 29.9
No. of Highly Annoyed «frequently» disturbed daytime 42 70 92 102
% Highly Annoyed AND «frequently» disturbed daytime (communication disturbance) 4.4 16.6 21.3 42.3
No. of Highly Annoyed «frequently» disturbed, daytime, due to A_3 or A_5 32 55 78 86
% Highly Ann AND «frequently» disturbed, daytime, due to A_3 or A_5 3.3 13.0 18.1 35.7

Line 3 of Figure 8 gives the number of respondents per sound pressure level range.
The night-time sound pressure levels are not measured, but consistently set 9 dB
lower than the daytime values. The values given in lines 6 to 9 relate to people who
find the noise annoyance particularly serious both as regards frequency of distur-
bance («frequently» disturbed) and as regards intensity of disturbance («highly an-
noyed»). At night, this is the case for 38 out of a total of 957 people (or 4.0%) li-
ving in zones exposed to a night-time sound pressure level of <46 dB, and during
the day, for 42 out of a total of 957 people (4.4%) living in zones with a daytime
sound pressure level of <55 dB. Figure 8 shows that these percentages increase
markedly as sound pressure levels rise. Even though the respondents did not know
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how high the sound pressure level of the road traffic recorded at the outside façade
of their house was, their reactions in the survey are clearly dependent on the ma-
gnitude of this sound pressure level. This indicates that these are not simply arbitra-
ry responses.

The actual reason why the disturbances are perceived as «frequent» and intensive
could, of course, be something other than the road-traffic noise. But it is reasonable
to assume that the increase recorded in the percentage of «frequently disturbed» in-
dividuals as the sound pressure level rises is largely attributable to this sound pres-
sure level. This increase is more marked during the day than at night – which could
have something to do with the fact that bedrooms are often situated on the quieter
side of the building or that sleep is influenced by sleeping pills or earplugs.

The fact that the relationship which emerges in Figure 8 between sound pressure
level and the percentage of people experiencing frequent and intensive disturbance
in «Noise Study '90» is not unrealistic is also borne out by a comparison with the
WHO Guidelines for Community Noise (WHO 2000, section 4.3.1). For residential
buildings, these guidelines recommend not exceeding LAeq levels at the outside
façade of 55 dB during the day and 45 dB at night.

In the upper section of Figure 8, communication disturbance is considered to occur
where a person declares that he/she is «frequently» disturbed during the daytime in
relation to at least one of the questions A_3 to A_9. We have already indicated that
there may be grounds for doubting a direct connection with communication distur-
bance in the case of questions A_6 to A_9. This is why in the lower part of Figure 8
we also show how many cases of «highly annoyed» and «frequently» disturbed
people there would be if one were to focus exclusively on the answers to questions
A_3 and A_5 and ignore the answers to A_6 to A_9. In connection with this narrow
interpretation of the term «communication disturbance» it is therefore evident that
the number of cases is around 20% lower than that given in the upper section of Fi-
gure 8. But the difference is inconclusive, since what is important for the subse-
quent calculations (see section 4.4, third paragraph) is not the percentage of people
who are disturbed when the sound pressure reaches a certain level but the rise in the
curve. The pattern of the dose-response relationship based on the figures given in
Figure 8 is shown as a graph in Figure 9 below, thus giving a clearer picture of the
curve.
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Figure 9:
Dose-response relation-
ship: Percentage break-
down among the popula-
tion of communication
disturbance during the day
and sleep disturbances at
night, depending on the
LAeq level at the building
façade, based on the fig-
ures from «Noise Study
'90» (Figure 8).
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Figure 9 clearly shows that there is no substantial change in the dose-response rela-
tionship during the day as far as the rise in the curve is concerned (increase in the
number of persons disturbed in connection with a 5 dB rise in the sound pressure
level), whether or not the answers to questions A_6 to A_9 are included. Here we
opt for «inclusion», on the grounds that the disability weight for communication
disturbance that is to be developed in section 5 is a better estimator of the distur-
bances mentioned in A_6 to A_9 than the disability weight for full health.

When interpreting the graph in Figure 9 it should be noted that the lowest and hig-
hest dB levels are «open»: <55 dB, daytime, not only includes buildings with 50–54
dB but also those with lower levels; similarly, ≥ 65 dB, daytime, also includes buil-
dings with higher levels than 65–69 dB. We can assume that there will be no appre-
ciable fall in the percentage of annoyed persons below 50 dB during the day, since
experience tells us that even at very low sound levels a few percent of respondents
will always claim to have been disturbed. Consequently, the 4.4% «disturbed» rate
does not only apply to the «open» class <55 dB but also to the «closed» class from
50–54 dB. Furthermore, we assume that this «threshold» of individuals claming to
be disturbed irrespective of the actual noise level will also form part of the number
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of persons disturbed in the classes above 54 dB. This is why in all noise exposure
classes we regard a «threshold» of 4.4% as not being noise-related. Moreover, it can
be assumed that the percentage of persons disturbed at levels above the 65–69 dB
band during the day will undergo a further increase. This means that the percenta-
ges of persons disturbed at 65–69 dB are not quite so high as the values given in Fi-
gure 9 for the «open» class ≥65 dB, daytime, and accordingly the proportion of per-
sons disturbed in the 70–74 dB class can be expected to be even higher.
Nevertheless, it is evident from the «Noise Study '90» data that in the «open» class
≥65 dB, daytime, the cases of 65–69 dB predominate. Consequently, the percentage
values given in Figure 9 will also apply – at least approximately – to the «closed»
65–69 dB band. For the 70–74 dB daytime range, on the other hand, it can be assu-
med that the trend indicated in Figure 9 will continue. Similar considerations apply
to the night-time dose-response relationship shown in the bottom panel of Figure 9.

This raises the question of the significance of the flatter slope in Figure 9 between
55–59 dB and 60–64 dB, daytime. Since we have no adequate explanation of why
the increase in the number of persons disturbed in this range should be smaller than
either before or afterwards, we are interpreting this «kink» as a product of the clas-
sification process.

If we compare the dose-response relationship shown in Figure 9 with the exposure-
response relationship for road-traffic noise as synthesised from 26 individual stu-
dies by MIEDEMA (see Figure 10), the information in Figure 9 fits reasonably this
expanded framework. However, we must also take into account the fact that
MIEDEMA only gives the percentages of «highly annoyed persons», whereas in Fi-
gure 9 the assumed main reasons for this «high annoyance» are explicitly taken into
consideration.

Figure 10:
Exposure-response relationship for road-traffic
noise synthesised from 26 individual studies
(Miedema 1998, p. 3442, Fig. 2, middle). %HA
is the percentage of Highly Annoyed persons,
Ldn is the average annual sound level in dB,
whereby the levels for night-time are increased
by 10 dB. The fine lines represent the results of
the individual studies. The bold curve is the
dose-response relationship calculated from the
26 individual studies.
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4.4 Connecting fate, exposure and effect analysis

We already know, according to Figure 5, the amount «DeltaLeq» by which the
sound pressure level for the entire population of Switzerland rises for the period of
a year if an additional 1,000 vehicle kilometres are driven, assuming a proportional
distribution of total traffic across the entire Swiss road network. Based on Figure 6,
we also know the pre-existent background sound pressure levels of road traffic to
which the Swiss population is exposed. From Figure 9 we have now also learned
what percentage of exposed persons additionally suffer serious annoyance («highly
annoyed») in the form of «frequent» sleep disturbances or communication distur-
bance if the road traffic-related sound pressure level LAeq is increased from a
threshold value of 55 dB, daytime, or 46 dB, night-time, by 5 dB (or fractions the-
reof in the form of DeltaLeq).

In the dose-response relationship shown in Figure 9 it would now be possible for
each individual dB value to determine the rise in the curve, i.e. the increase in the
percentage of persons experiencing sleep disturbance or communication disturbance
for 1 micro-decibel increment in the sound pressure level. These percentage increa-
ses could then be multiplied out by the number of persons per micro-decibel range
on the basis of the columns in Figure 6. By adding up each of these results separa-
tely for daytime and night-time, one would arrive at the number of additional cases
of communication or sleep disturbance caused by a 1 micro-decibel increase in the
sound pressure level across the entire Swiss road network. By then multiplying this
number of additional cases of communication (or sleep) disturbance by the micro-
decibel values per 1,000 vehicle kilometres during daytime (or night-time) from Fi-
gure 5, one would obtain four figures, which express the number of additional cases
of disturbance per 1,000 vehicle kilometres for each of the four cases car (daytime),
truck (daytime), car (night-time) and truck (night-time).

Here, however, we are adopting a simplified calculation in order to avoid over-
interpreting the dose-response relationship from Figure 9, which is to be regarded
merely as a rough approximation. This involves condensing the information from
Figures 8 and 9 into the following statements, which can be regarded as a precau-
tionary, conservative quantification of the effects:
•  We treat 4.4% of the cases of communication disturbance reported by the re-

spondents in connection with all noise-level classes as being non-noise related.
Below a daytime level of 55 dB, the number of cases of communication distur-
bance attributable to road-traffic noise is therefore assumed to be zero. Above
this level, this figure rises, on average, by (42.3%–4.4%)/15 dB = 2.5 percentage
points per dB level increase. This corresponds to 2.5 additional cases of commu-
nication disturbance per 100 million exposed persons caused by a 1 micro-
decibel increase in daytime level. This increase is assumed to be linear up until
the upper end of the practically relevant range according to Figure 6 (75 dB
daytime).

•  We treat 4.0% of the cases of sleep disturbance reported by the respondents in
connection with all noise-level classes as being non-noise related. Below a
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night-time level of 46 dB, the number of sleep-disturbance cases attributable to
noise is therefore assumed to be zero. Above this level, this figure rises by
(29.9%-4.0%)/15 dB = 1.7 percentage points per dB. This corresponds to 1.7
additional cases of sleep disturbance per 100 million exposed persons caused by
a 1 micro-decibel increase in the night-time level. This increase is assumed to be
linear up until the upper end of the practically relevant range according to Figure
6 (66 dB night-time).

On this basis, it is now very simple to determine the additional number of persons
in Switzerland experiencing sleep disturbance caused by 1,000 car or truck kilome-
tres driven at night (the additional cases of communication disturbance resulting
from 1,000 vehicle kilometres driven at daytime are calculated in the same way):
Based on the data in Figure 6, we first calculate what portion of the Swiss populati-
on is exposed at night-time to a road-traffic noise LAeq of 46 dB or more, arriving
at a figure of 3.36 million persons. If the night-time sound pressure level for all of
these people were to be increased by 1 micro-decibel, the result would be 1.7 addi-
tional cases of sleep disturbance per 100 million persons. For 3.36 million persons,
the increase on this basis is 0.057 cases. Since according to Figure 5 the LAeq rises
nationwide by DeltaLeq 0.86 micro-decibel for 1,000 car-km driven at night, and by
DeltaLeq 8.4 micro-decibels for 1,000 truck-km driven at night, we arrive at a figu-
re of 0.86*0.057, or 0.049 additional cases of sleep disturbance for every 1,000 car-
km driven at night. For every 1,000 truck-km driven at night, this figure is
8.4*0.057 (or 0.48) additional cases of sleep disturbance. Since the LAeq is increa-
sed throughout the entire year as a result of the additional 1,000 driven km, the
computed duration of these sleep disturbances is also 1 year.

The input data and the results computed are summarised in Figure 11 below.

Daytime
Vehicle
Type 1
(car etc.)

Daytime
Vehicle
Type 2
(truck etc.)

Night-time
Vehicle
Type 1
(car etc.)

Night-time
Vehicle
Type 2
(truck etc.)

DeltaLeq in micro-dB per 1,000
vehicle-km according to Figure 5 0.050 0.50 0.86 8.4

Million persons in Switzerland
exposed to daytime LAeq ≥ 55 dB 3.05 3.05

Million persons in Switzerland
exposed to night-time LAeq ≥ 46 dB 3.36 3.36

Additional cases of disturbance per
100 million persons caused by
DeltaLeq 1 micro-dB

2.5 2.5 1.7 1.7

Additional cases of communication
disturbance per 1,000 vehicle-km in
the daytime

0.0038 0.038

Figure 11:
Determination of addi-
tional cases of communi-
cation and sleep distur-
bance in Switzerland per
1,000 vehicle kilometres

Additional cases of sleep disturbance
per 1,000 vehicle-km at night-time 0.049 0.48
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The numbers of additional cases of disturbance in Figure 11 are lower than the cor-
responding figures in (MÜLLER-WENK 1999, p. 46); this is largely because the
DeltaLeq's in Figure 5 of this study are set at a lower level, and because the thres-
hold for communication disturbance has here been set at 55 dB instead of 50 dB,
thereby reducing the number of exposed persons by around 2 million.

4.5 Estimates of traffic noise-induced heart attacks

For comparison purposes we develop here an estimate of the number of heart at-
tacks due to increases of road traffic noise.

H. ISING, an acknowledged expert in this field of research, summarises the current
state of knowledge as follows in (ISING 2000):
•  There are firm grounds for expecting an increase of approx. 20% in the risk of

heart attack in connection with road-traffic noise exposures outside residential
windows of more than 65 dB(A) during the day and 55 dB(A) at night-time.

•  However, there is still no firm evidence, verified according to strict scientific
criteria, of a causal relationship between this noise exposure and cardiovascular
risk.

•  Nevertheless, the above firm suspicion is sufficiently well supported to warrant
state intervention on a precautionary basis.

Against this backdrop, (ISING 2000) has undertaken a quantitative survey of heart-
attack deaths in the Federal Republic of Germany attributable to road-traffic noise,
as at 1997. ISING proceeds on the assumption that 16% of the German population is
exposed to the critical level of 65 dB during the day and/or 55 dB at night-time. For
this section of the population it is assumed that the risk of dying of a heart attack
(formerly designated with the diagnostic code 410, reclassified under ICD-10 as I21
[»acute myocardial infarction»]) is 20% higher than in non-noise exposed popula-
tions. On this basis ISING arrives at a total of 1,800 road-traffic noise-induced heart-
attack deaths in Germany in 1997. He states in this connection that while this figure
is low compared with the 61,400 deaths due to fine particles (PM10) and 10,000
deaths due to environmental tobacco smoke («passive smoking»), it is not negligi-
ble.

ISING's assumption that the additional risk of heart attack due to road-traffic noise is
zero up to a threshold of 65 dB during daytime and 55 dB at night, and a constant
20% at all levels in excess of this threshold value, is equatable with a dose-response
relationship incorporating a single step from 66 dB or 56 dB, which would appear
to be a somewhat improbable characteristic. According to Figure 6, the increased
risk attributable to noise would then only apply to those individuals who as a result
of the additional noise «DeltaLeq» would be shifted from the 65 dB (or 55 dB) co-
lumn into the next higher decibel-column. For all other persons, increased noise
would not result in any increase in the risk of heart attack. Such an interpretation
would – as can be demonstrated – lead to an underestimation of the effect of noise.
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Although according to (ISING 2000) «no dose-response relationship models» are
available for the correlation between equivalent continuous sound pressure level
and additional risk of heart attack, we propose the introduction of a rather more
plausible dose-response relationship (compared with staircase curves incorporating
a single step at 66/56 dB), as follows:
•  The effect (additional heart attacks due to road-traffic noise) is assumed to be

zero up to the threshold values of the LAeq of 65 dB in the daytime or 55 dB at
night-time.

•  From this threshold point, it is assumed that the additional risk of heart attack
increases linearly with the LAeq. According to Figure 6, as with disturbances of
sleep and communication, this assumption of linearity is only required up to an
upper limit of 75 dB in the daytime and 66 dB at night-time. In view of the nar-
row scope of applicability, this linearity assumption would appear to be tenable,
even if the unknown actual dose-response relationship should be non-linear.

•  Thus in order to establish the dose-response relationship we only need to ascer-
tain the slope. This can be achieved by determining the annual number of road-
traffic noise-induced heart attacks for the territory of Switzerland according to
(ISING 2000). The slope of the dose-response lines must then be so steep that
application of the frequencies from Figure 6 results in the same total number of
road-traffic noise-induced heart attacks per year in Switzerland as per ISING.

Taking this adjustment into account, the incidence of heart-attack deaths attri-
butable to road-traffic noise every year in Switzerland according to (ISING 2000) is
derived as follows:
•  According to information from the Swiss Federal Statistical Office (SFSO

2001), 3,656 persons died of a heart attack (diagnostic code I21) in 1998.
•  Based on the data in Figure 6, 8% of the Swiss population are exposed to a road

traffic-related LAeq of 65 dB or more during the day, and at night-time 11.4%
are exposed to an LAeq of 55 dB or more. For the purposes of simplification, in-
stead of these two sections of the population we shall assume that 11% of the
Swiss population is exposed to road-traffic noise above the threshold for increa-
sed risk of heart attack during the day and at night-time. For this section of the
population, the increase in the relative risk of dying from a heart attack, accor-
ding to ISING, is 20%.

•  According to ISING's calculation method, the number of deaths from heart attack
in Switzerland attributable to road-traffic noise in the current sound pollution
situation is therefore 3,656*11%*20% / (1 + 11%*20%) = 79 heart-attack
deaths.

We can now determine a linear dose-response function which satisfies the two con-
ditions of zero effect at a night-time level of 55 dB and having such an increase up
to a night-time level of 66 dB that for the totality of persons in the night-time range
of 56–66 dB the outcome will be approximately the annual number of 79 noise-
induced heart attack deaths stated above. Calculation using the figures in Figure 6
reveals that in this case the number of additional noise-induced heart-attack deaths
per annum must rise by 31 per 1 million exposed individuals for every 1 additional
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dB, starting from zero cases at a night-time level of 55 dB. Since according to Figu-
re 6 around 650,000 persons in Switzerland are exposed to night-time road-traffic
noise in excess of 55 dB, the annual number of additional heart-attack deaths attri-
butable to noise would rise by 0.650*31 (or 20 cases) from the previous total of 79
if the LAeq level for all of these persons were to rise by 1 dB. With a DeltaLeq of 1
micro-decibel this would amount to 0.000020 cases.

Based on this information we can now determine (analogously to Figure 11) how
many additional heart-attack deaths can be expected to occur in Switzerland as a re-
sult of the population noise exposure arising from an additional 1,000 vehicle kilo-
metres:

Daytime
Vehicle
Type 1
(car etc.)

Daytime
Vehicle
Type 2
(truck etc.)

Night-time
Vehicle
Type 1
(car etc.)

Night-time
Vehicle
Type 2
(truck etc.)

DeltaLeq in micro-dB per 1,000
vehicle-km according to Figure 5 0.050 0.50 0.86 8.4

Million persons in Switzerland expo-
sed to night-time LAeq above 55 dB 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65

Additional heart-attack deaths in
Switzerland per annum, if all LAeq's
increased by 1 micro-dB

0.000020 0.000020 0.000020 0.000020

Figure 12:
Additional heart-attack
deaths in Switzerland per
1,000 vehicle kilometres

Additional heart-attack deaths in Swit-
zerland per 1,000 vehicle kilometres 0.000001 0.000010 0.000017 0.000168

To allow for the inclusion of the numbers from the bottom line of Figure 12 into the
following damage analysis, the following information also needs to be noted:
•  according to Swiss statistics on causes of death, around 10 life-years are poten-

tially lost for each heart-attack death (SFSO 2001)
•  mortality from heart attack is generally assumed to be 30% within the first hour

(outside the hospital setting) and 10–12% after admission to hospital (THIEME
1999, p. 1108). This means that just under 60% of affected individuals survive.

•  according to Swiss hospital medical statistics, a total of 4,972 hospital admissi-
ons occurred in 1998 due to heart attacks, with an average stay of 11 days
(SFSO 2001). Based on the above mortality breakdown, it can be assumed that
around 900 of the heart attack patients admitted to hospital subsequently died
(18% of 4,972), while the remaining 4,100 or so patients survived and after their
11-day hospital stay had to spend a further 30 days in a rehabilitation clinic. The
approximately 900 people who died from heart attacks in hospital are a part of
the total of 3,656 heart attack fatalities recorded in Switzerland in 1998. We can
therefore assume that the «additional heart-attack hospitalisations with non-fatal
outcome per 1,000 vehicle kilometres» exceed the fatalities according to the
bottom line of Figure 12 by a factor F; this factor F is equal to the ratio between
hospital admissions due to heart attack with non-fatal outcome and the annual
total of deaths due to heart attack, i.e. 4100/3656 = 1.12.
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It is generally accepted that sleep disturbances during 1 year is less serious than
blindness during one year – let alone to a year of life lost owing to heart attack. The
final lines of Figure 11 and Figure 12 show that case numbers per 1,000 vehicle ki-
lometres are about 3–4,000 times lower for death from heart attack than for sleep
disturbance of 1 year's duration. If we are to form an overall picture of the impact
on health due to various health impairments showing different frequencies, we need
to have an idea of each type of disease and of life-years lost due to premature death.
Does our society have anything like an objective measure of such severity weights?

5.1 The DALY concept

The DALY concept was developed by the WHO (MURRAY 1996) with precisely
these questions in mind. In practice, this approach is used mainly for formulating an
overall assessment of the health status of the population of a given country and for
assessing the impact of WHO-supported projects on this health status. This involves
examining either the current situation or the situation upon implementation of
health-related projects by the use of the DALY (Disability Adjusted Life-Years)
measure to determine how many life-years are lost due to premature death or impai-
red by a reduced quality of life («disability»). Disability in comparison to full health
is weighted by means of «disability weights» (DWs), which are recorded in tables
for each disease category according to the severity of the associated impairment.
The WHO tables of disability weights have worldwide application, and hence they
are strongly geared towards diseases occurring outside the developed industrial
countries. This is why the WHO tables have recently been supplemented with stu-
dies conducted in the Netherlands (STOUTHARD 1997) and Australia (VGDHS
1999) as far as medical conditions that are particularly characteristic of developed
countries are concerned. Examples of such disability weights are given in section 2
of the Annex («Information/questionnaire for SUVA physicians»). The table there
illustrates that a life-year lived in full health is assigned a disability weight (DW) of
1, whereas a life-year marred by disease is given a DW of 0.93 in the case of un-
complicated diabetes, whilst cases of tetraplegia receive a DW of only 0.16. Thus
individuals suffering from diabetes without complications can perform the key acti-
vities of human life in virtually the same way as a healthy person, whereas a te-
traplegic is prevented by his/her physical condition from performing virtually any
function independently. (The situation envisaged here is that of a tetraplegic patient
who lacks highly sophisticated devices for transport, communication and personal
hygiene.) The established disability weights are the result of assessments by broad-
based international panels of medical experts.

(It should be noted that the DWNetherlands = 1 – DWWHO. According to the WHO,
DW 0 is thus equatable with full health and DW 1 with death, whereas in the Dutch
tables DW 0 is equatable with death and DW 1 with full health. Once they have be-
en converted, however, the values from both sources are compatible.).

 5 Damage analysis
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5.2 Disability weights (DWs) for sleep
and communication disturbances

The tables published hitherto contain disability weights for many hundreds of medi-
cal conditions spanning the entire spectrum from the most severe disability through
to minor impairments of an individual's current state of health, e.g. inflammation of
the gums (gingivitis). Notwithstanding the large number of human health conditions
that have been evaluated, there are, of course, still considerable gaps for which no
DWs have been available to date. The same applies to the important cases of sleep
disturbance and communication disturbance that feature in the present study. For
this reason, we have undertaken an investigation within the framework of this study
that is aimed at establishing DWs for both of these cases.

The procedure adopted in establishing the requisite DWs comprised the following
steps:
•  The conditions «sleep disturbance» and «communication disturbance» were first

of all described as precisely as possible, the aim being that – wherever possible –
different people should interpret these terms in the same way. In order to ensure
that the results of the effect analysis would be correlatable with those of the da-
mage analysis, the descriptions were closely modelled on the use of language in
the structured interviews featured in «Noise Study '90».

•  Then a common base of data was created so that it would be possible to interpo-
late the sought after DWNetherlands values (disability weights according to Dutch
notation) for «sleep disturbance» and «communication disturbance» into the
structure of the existing DWNetherlands values. To this end, a range of well-known
disability conditions was selected from the existing DWNetherlands tables and these
were sorted into ascending DW order. Care was taken to ensure that the entire
range from DW 0 to DW 1 was covered, with especially fine distinctions being
made in relation to the sub-category of less severe disabilities (DWNetherlands 0.85
to 0.99) within which it was suspected (on the basis of a preliminary study) that
sleep disturbance and communication disturbance would fall. This sorted table
of existing DWs is a suitable way of placing the hitherto-unweighted conditions
«sleep disturbance» and «communication disturbance» in an appropriate position
within the ranking of health conditions based on an assessment of their relative
severity. Through this ranking process, lower and upper limits are obtained for
the requisite DW, and the desired value can then be established within this space
by a process of rough interpolation.

•  The above process of ranking and interpolation was undertaken by physicians
for two reasons: First, the groundwork had already been carried out by MURRAY
(MURRAY 1996) using panels of physicians, thus fulfilling a methodological pre-
requisite as regards the comparability of the pre-existent DWs with those that
were to be established. Second, people who have received medical training and
are involved in the practice of medicine are better equipped to understand de-
scriptions of different health conditions and to undertake comparisons of their
relative severity. Although individuals who personally experience a health im-
pairment may well be best positioned to judge how severely affected they are by
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this condition, they find it particularly difficult to undertake an «objective» com-
parison between this and other conditions that they have not themselves experi-
enced.

A preliminary study designed to establish the DW of «sleep disturbance» and
«communication disturbance» had been conducted with a small panel consisting of
2 practitioners of social medicine, 2 general practitioners and 2 hospital physicians,
and was reported in (MÜLLER-WENK 1999, pp. 47–50). In 2000 the opportunity
presented itself to improve on the process of establishing the desired DWs by con-
ducting a written survey of 64 members of the medical staff of SUVA (the Swiss
Accident Insurance Institute). These physicians appeared to be particularly well
suited to the task of establishing a representative definition of DWs, since in their
day-to-day work at SUVA they are constantly closely involved in weighting indivi-
dual cases according to the relative severity of the lasting health impairment (this
work being undertaken as a basis for awarding compensation payments). A group
randomly selected from the entire Swiss medical profession would not have been
able to offer the same level of experience.

The process of informing and surveying the SUVA physicians was carried out on
the basis of the text and attached questionnaire reproduced in the Annex.

5.3 Results and evaluation

The questionnaire was sent to 64 members of SUVA's medical staff, of whom 16
were physicians from the organisation's central department of Accident Medicine,
15 were physicians from the central department of Occupational Medicine, and 33
were District Medical Officers of Health (Kreisärzte) working throughout Switzer-
land. A total of 42 completed questionnaires were returned, of which 41 were us-
able. The codings assigned by these 41 panel participants for the DWNetherlands are
presented in full in Figure 13 (graphs in Figure 17).
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Survey of SUVA physicians to determine disability weights (DWs), October 2000
Serial no. DW for sleep

disturbance
DW for com-
munication
disturbance.

1 = physician
with own
practice

1 = physician
aged
>45 years

1 = physician
personally ex-
posed to noise

1 0.94 0.95 1 1
2 0.96 0.97 1
3 0.95 0.97 1
4 0.97 0.98 1 1
5 0.98 0.97 1 1
6 0.97 0.97 1
7 0.96 0.96 1
8 0.97 0.98 1
9 0.98 0.99 1

10 0.94 0.96 1
11 0.96 0.96 1
12 0.93 0.95 1
13 0.98 0.98 1 1
14 0.88 0.88 1 1
15 0.98 0.99 1
16 0.96 0.97 1 1
17 0.96 0.96 1 1 1
18 0.96 0.98 1
19 0.90 0.90 1
20 0.80 0.92 1 1
21 0.97 0.98 1
22 0.98 0.99 1
23 0.69 0.98 1
24 0.95 0.97 1
25 0.95 0.97 1 1
26 0.92 0.97 1
27 0.95 0.96 1
28 0.96 0.98 1 1
29 0.92 0.95 1
30 0.98 0.99 1
31 0.97 0.98 1
32 0.97 0.98
33 0.97 0.98
34 0.90 0.98 1 1
35 0.95 0.96
36 0.96 0.98
37 0.98 0.98
38 0.95 0.98
39 0.96 0.96
40 0.96 0.96

Figure 13:
Codings assigned by the
panel participants. Disabil-
ity weights (DWs) ex-
pressed in the Dutch nota-
tion (DWNetherlands)

41 0.97 0.98 1
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The following conclusions can be drawn from the data in Figure 13:
•  Sleep disturbance is rated by virtually all participants as being more serious or at

least as serious as communication disturbance.
•  Although the participants' attention was drawn to the fact that they could assign

a DWNetherlands of 1.0 if they were of the opinion that sleep disturbance or com-
munication disturbance should be given a similarly low severity weighting to
gingivitis or full health, nobody actually used a DW of 1.0. All of the participa-
ting physicians are therefore of the opinion that sleep and communication distur-
bances are to be regarded as conditions which can no longer be equated with full
health.

•  One might suspect that doctors who are themselves personally exposed to noise
would weight noise-induced disturbances of sleep and communication as being
more serious and would consequently use lower DWs than those doctors who do
not describe themselves as being personally exposed to road-traffic noise. Fur-
thermore, one might also suppose that doctors with their own practice, being in-
fluenced by the more severe cases of disease that they encounter from day to
day, might assign lower weights to noise-induced disturbance of sleep and
communication and consequently use higher DWs than their colleagues without
a practice of their own. Although the figures bear out these suppositions, the ef-
fect is, in this case, negligible.

The arithmetic means of the DWNetherlands disability weights assigned are 0.945 for
sleep disturbance and 0.967 for communication disturbance. If these values are
compared with the Dutch DW catalogue (STOUTHARD 1997), we find that the phy-
sicians participating in the panel judge the health impairment associated with a life-
year of sleep disturbance to be approximately as serious as that associated with a
life-year spent suffering from «chronic Hepatitis B infection without active viral re-
plication». Furthermore, this DWNetherlands of 0.945 for the sleep disturbance of one
year's duration also means that the degree of health impairment is assumed to be
equivalent in cases where either around 19 persons are exposed to sleep disturban-
ces for 1 year or where 1 person loses 1 year of his/her life expectancy owing to
premature death.

The above DWs differ from the values established in a preliminary panel compri-
sing only 6 physicians, which were reported in (MÜLLER-WENK 1999), in so far as
sleep disturbance tended to be classed as being more serious and communication
disturbance as less serious. On the whole, however, they confirm this preliminary
assessment of the severity of sleep and communication disturbance. It should be
noted for the purposes of comparison that the disability weights in (MÜLLER-WENK
1999) were expressed in terms of DWWHO, whereas in this text they have so far been
expressed using DWNetherlands values, where DWWHO = 1 – DWNetherlands. At this
juncture we now decide to switch to DWWHO notation, both in order to ensure conti-
nuity with the previous study and because it seems more appropriate that a greater
impact on health should be expressed with a higher DW. The outcome of the as-
sessment by the SUVA panel of physicians is thus reflected in the following figu-
res:
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Figure 14: Disability weights (DWs) in DWWHO notation

Disability weight for communication disturbance in DWWHO 0.033

Disability weight for sleep disturbance in DWWHO 0.055

It should be stressed once again here that a DWWHO for sleep disturbance of 0.055
indicates that a year of sleep disturbance corresponds to a damage to human health
of 0.055 DALY units which can be compared to 1.0 DALY units assigned to a life-
year lost due to premature death.

5.4 DALY values per 1,000 vehicle km
in the Swiss road network

If we now assume that road-traffic noise at night (2200–0600) can lead to sleep
disturbances, whereas road-traffic noise during the day (0600–2200) can lead to
communication disturbance, then it is possible, based on Figure 11 and on the disa-
bility weights (DWs) established above, to determine the damage to human health
that results from a journey of 1,000 vehicle kilometres, spread over the Swiss road
network, using the DALY (Disability Adjusted Life-Years) measure. This is ac-
complished by multiplying out the bottom two lines of Figure 11 with the DWs
from Figure 14, giving the following outcome:

Figure 15: Impact on health in DALYs (Disability Adjusted Life-Years) per 1,000 vehicle kilometres driven on the
Swiss road network, based on traffic volumes in 1995.

DALY per 1,000 km,
vehicle Type 1
(car etc.)
during the day

DALY per 1,000 km,
vehicle Type 2
(truck etc.)
during the day

DALY per 1,000 km,
vehicle Type 1
(car etc.)
at night

DALY per 1,000 km,
vehicle Type 2
(truck etc.)
at night

Communication
disturbance 0.00013 0.0013

Sleep
disturbance 0.0027 0.026

The values in Figure 15 are considerably lower than the results from (MÜLLER-
WENK 1999, p.50, Tab. 8–4). This is principally attributable to the change in the
way the average increase in the sound pressure level is calculated (Figure 5) and the
different DWs (Figure 14). The new values can be regarded as being better suppor-
ted.

It is also interesting to compare the values given in Figure 15 for traffic noise-
induced sleep disturbance and communication disturbance with the corresponding
values for traffic noise-induced heart attack cases. The results shown in the table
below are based on additional heart-attack deaths according to Figure 12 (bottom
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line) and they take into account the additional statistical data mentioned below Fi-
gure 12. It should also be noted that the disability weight (DWWHO) for heart attacks
(acute myocardial infarction, treated form) is given as 0.395 (MURRAY 1996, p.
415); by definition, this DW applies to a period of illness lasting 1 year. We assu-
me, however, that providing the outcome is not fatal the heart-attack patients will be
healthy again after an average of 11 days in hospital and 30 days of rehabilitation,
meaning that the DW of 0.395 must be reduced by a time factor of 41/365 to a per-
annum value of DWWHO =0.044. The resultant damage to human health per 1,000
vehicle kilometres can be expressed as follows:

Figure 16: Adverse health effects due to road traffic noise-induced heart attack in DALYs (Disability Adjusted Life-
Years) per 1,000 vehicle kilometres driven on the Swiss road network, based on 1995 traffic volumes

Vehicle Type 1
(car etc.)
during the day

Vehicle Type 2
(truck etc.)
during the day

Vehicle Type 1
(car etc.)
at night

Vehicle Type 2
(truck etc.)
at night

Additional heart attack deaths
per 1,000 veh-km (from Figure 12) 0.000001 0.000010 0.000017 0.000168

Additional heart attack hospitalisations with a
non-fatal outcome per 1,000 veh-km
(line 1 x factor F=1.12)

0.000001 0.000011 0.000019 0.000188

Adverse health effect in DALY/ 1,000 veh-km
arising from heart attack deaths
(line 1 x 10 life-years lost per case)

0.000010 0.000100 0.000170 0.001680

Adverse health effect in DALY/1,000 veh-km
from non-fatal heart attack cases
(line 2 x DW=0.044)

0.000000 0.000000 0.000001 0.000007

Adverse health effect in DALY/1,000 veh-km
arising from all heart-attack cases
(Sum of lines 3 + 4)

0.000010 0.000100 0.000171 0.001687

The following conclusions can be drawn from Figures 16 and 15:
•  The adverse health effects of heart attack morbidity attributable to road-traffic

noise are minor compared with the road-traffic noise-induced heart attack fatali-
ties.

•  The adverse health effects arising from all cases of heart attack attributable to
road-traffic noise are an order of magnitude smaller than the adverse health ef-
fects due to road-traffic noise-induced disturbance of sleep or communication. It
is therefore justifiable to disregard temporarily the adverse health effects attri-
butable to noise-induced heart attack when making an overall assessment, espe-
cially as the connection between the noise source and the detrimental effect on
the heart has not yet been satisfactorily verified.

This comparison shows the benefits of the DALY concept, with its amply supported
weighting of life-years lost in relation to life-years marred by illness.
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It should be reiterated at this juncture that, for practical purposes, vehicle Class 1
according to (SAEFL 1991) includes not only cars but also vans and light motorcy-
cles, while Class 2 includes buses, tractors and heavy motorcycles in addition to
trucks. In establishing the noise-induced adverse health effects arising from a jour-
ney of 1,000 vehicle kilometres it is assumed that – as far as noise emissions are
concerned – the corresponding vehicle is average for its particular vehicle class. If,
on the other hand, this vehicle were extremely loud or extremely quiet for its ve-
hicle class, an interpolation would need to be made, taking into account the existing
noise ratings for Class 1 and Class 2. In practice, however, the type approval values
for the noise generated by a particular vehicle only provide limited information
about its noise characteristics, because the type approval process does not include
testing of noise emissions in real-life driving cycles and also because the influence
of the tyres actually used is not taken into consideration. For the time being, there-
fore, caution needs to be exercised when using lower values for adverse health ef-
fects of «low-noise» vehicle types.

5.5 Comments on uncertainty

The causal relationship outlined in this study between additional vehicle kilometres
driven on the Swiss road network and additional adverse health effects due to road-
traffic noise contains elements of uncertainty in each of the four modules (fate ana-
lysis, exposure analysis, effect analysis and damage analysis). This poses the follo-
wing question: How wide is the spread of the «true» value of the adverse health ef-
fect/1,000 vehicle kilometres around the assumed mean value according to Figure
15 (for sleep disturbance and communication disturbance) or according to Figure 16
(for heart attack)? In this study we are concentrating on disturbance of sleep and
communication, i.e. the data in Figure 15.

It is evident from the foregoing sections that in the case of unknown routes on the
Swiss road network the noise-induced adverse health effect (sleep disturbance and
communication disturbance) per 1,000 vehicle kilometres could deviate from what
can be interpreted as the most probable figures in Figure 15, and that this deviation
will primarily be due to the following points:
•  The outcome of the fate analysis in Figure 5 is (as already stated) not intended to

reflect the actual noise emitted by the additional journey, but rather the compu-
tational contribution of this transport process to the development of the transport
volumes and the resultant development of the average annual sound level across
the entire road network. It is not, therefore, a deviation in the sense of the un-
certainty considerations if the distribution of the actual, physically measurable
additional noise generated by the additional journey for each point on the road
network is completely different from the DeltaLeq, which represents the increa-
sed sound level for the entire road network throughout an entire year. Deviations
from the figures given in Figure 5 which are relevant for the consideration of
uncertainty are, however, to be expected in particular where the development of
traffic on the individual sections of the road network is not proportional to the
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distribution of traffic in the reference year (1995), or where the driving speeds v
and the increases i in the road network deviate substantially from the assumpti-
ons. Based on the mathematical model in Figure 4, we can now consider what
sort of changes take place in the DeltaLeq when the corresponding input values
are varied. If the proportion of traffic on the motorways is increased by up to
10% at the expense of the other road types or if the speeds are either reduced (60
km/h everywhere) or increased (motorway 120 km/h, out of town 80 km/h), or if
the gradients are increased by up to 5%, then the resultant DeltaLeq's per 1,000
vehicle kilometres will change within approximately +/- 10%, i.e. by a small
margin. We therefore assume that the confidence interval (95%) for the Delta-
Leq's specified in Figure 5 lies between 0.9 and 1.1 times the stated DeltaLeq-
values.

•  The outcome of the exposure analysis in Figure 6 is subject to two types of un-
certainty: firstly the uncertainty inherent in the LUK model developed by the
Canton of Zurich, and secondly the uncertainty arising from the extrapolation
that is being undertaken here to cover the entire resident population of Switzer-
land from a basic data set that corresponds to 10.5% of this population. Howe-
ver, it should be noted that – since we are assuming here that the dose-response
relationships will be linear – we only need to know the unreliability of the esti-
mate of the number of people exposed to noise in excess of 54.9 dB in the day-
time and in excess of 45.9 dB at night (cf. Figure 6). A glance at Figure 6 shows
that these limits unfortunately fall precisely at the top of the distribution curves.
In other words, the number of persons affected will either rise or fall by around
10% if an additional «decibel-column» is included or omitted when establishing
the numbers of persons affected from Figure 11. In the absence of more precise
details, we assume that the confidence interval (95%) for the numbers of persons
affected would include a range of approximately 0.8 to 1.2 times the numbers in
Figure 11. This confidence interval seems appropriate when compared with the
differences in the SAEFL data and the LUK data regarding the road-traffic noise
levels to which different sections of the population are exposed, as shown in
(MÜLLER-WENK 1999, p. 41 Tab. 7–4).

•  The effect analysis is, of course, subject to a relatively high degree of uncertain-
ty. There is a great deal of scope for variation when answering the question as to
whether, in the presence of a certain equivalent continuous sound pressure level
LAeq at the façade of a house, someone in that dwelling will have their sleep
disturbed «at least once a week» and whether this can, on the whole, be charac-
terised as a major disturbance. The results of MIEDEMA's meta-analysis (see Fi-
gure 10) give an impression of the range of possible answers – which may,
however, be attributable in part to differences in measurement procedures, con-
structional quality and living conditions in the different countries. Although one
should not automatically apply the dose-response characteristics that arise from
«Noise Study '90» to the picture that emerges from Figure 10, it seems fair to
state that in the 55–70 dB Ldn range – of practical importance in terms of Figure
9 – curve variations are possible that would put the proportion of «highly an-
noyed» persons around 50% higher or lower. Based on this observation, we
would put the confidence interval (95%) for the increase in the number of cases
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of health impairment per 100 exposed individuals at around 0.6 to 1.5 times the
values in Figure 11.

•  The disability weights estimated by the panel of physicians as part of the da-
mage analysis step are reproduced in graph form using DWWHO notation in Figu-
re 17 below. This clearly shows the wide distribution of the 41 findings of the
individual panel participants around the arithmetic means of 0.055 for sleep
disturbance and 0.033 for communication disturbance. Thus it is now possible to
determine statistically the 95% confidence interval for the mean values, assu-
ming that the values stated by the 41 physicians are a random sample from a lar-
ger population of assessors. If, based on this population of assessors, one were to
have chosen other samples consisting of 41 individuals, then mean values other
than 0.055 and 0.033 would have been obtained, and the aggregate of these me-
ans would have been approximately normally distributed. Under these circum-
stances it can be statistically calculated (see BLEYMÜLLER 2000, p. 87) with a
likelihood of 95% that the «true» arithmetic means of the unknown population
will be as follows: approximately 0.71 to 1.29 times the sample mean of 0.055
for sleep disturbance, and approximately 0.79 to 1.21 times the sample mean of
0.033 for communication disturbance. The somewhat greater spread for sleep
disturbance can also be seen in Figure 17.
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Figure 17:
Histograms of the disabil-
ity weights for sleep dis-
turbance and communica-
tion disturbance, as
specified by the 41 panel
physicians. The DWs cor-
respond to the values
given in Figure 13, but
here they are given in
DWWHO notation.
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In summary, it can be stated that the confidence interval in DALYs per 1,000 vehi-
cle kilometres for the road traffic noise-induced damage given in Figure 15 is con-
trolled by the following four confidence intervals:
•  fate analysis: 0.9 to 1.1 times the DeltaLeq values stated in Figure 5
•  exposure analysis: 0.8 to 1.2 times the numbers of exposed persons stated in

Figure 11
•  effect analysis: 0.6 to 1.5 times the percentages of persons stated in Figure 11 in

whom there is an onset of health-related effects as sound pressure level rises
•  damage analysis: for communication disturbance, 0.79 to 1.21 times the stated

DWWHO value; for sleep disturbance, 0.71 to 1.29 times the DWWHO value stated
in Figure 14.

We have here refrained from actually calculating the confidence interval for the
DALY values per 1,000 vehicle kilometres that are given in Figure 15, since too
little is known about the distribution functions for the first three modules. To per-
form Monte Carlo simulations with a view to concatenating the uncertainties arising
from the 4 modules, it would be necessary to have some knowledge of these distri-
bution functions.

It appears more appropriate to make a rough estimate of the 95% confidence inter-
val of the DALY values/1,000 vehicle kilometres in Figure 15. In this context it
may be stated that the factors for determining the lower limit and the upper limit
from the values given in Figure 15
•  are on the one hand rather more widely spread than the factors of the mo-

dule with the greatest uncertainty (effect analysis with factors 0.6 and 1.5)
•  but, on the other hand, are by not nearly as widely scattered as the product of the

factors of the 4 modules for the lower limit and the upper limit (0.34 and 2.4 for
communication disturbance, 0.31 and 2.5 for sleep disturbance).

From the above we conclude that the «true» values for the adverse health effects in
Figure 15 probably range from around half the stated DALY/1,000 vehicle kilome-
tres to approximately twice this value.
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In this section, three questions will be addressed:
•  How significant is the impact of road traffic noise on human health in compari-

son with other effects?
•  Would it be possible to adapt the methods developed here to the treatment of

other types of traffic noise as well, particularly rail and aircraft noise?
•  Is this method also applicable to road traffic noise outside Switzerland?

6.1 Significance of the impact of road traffic noise on health

Having shown how the impact of noise on human health caused by one road trans-
portation event can be represented in a cause-and-effect chain and calculated quan-
titatively, this brings us to the next question: How significant are these adverse
health effects in comparison with the adverse effects stemming from other sources
and other paths of action?

A comparison of this type – between the damage to health caused by road traffic
noise and the damage resulting from the exhaust gases of a truck diesel engine –
was performed in (MÜLLER-WENK 1999, pp. 52–54). It was determined that the
substance emissions (CO, NOx, HC, PM10) from the diesel engine of a truck have a
negative impact on health amounting to 1.14*10-3 DALY per 1,000 vehicle-
kilometres. By comparison, the negative health impact of truck noise, as shown in
Figure 15, is 1.3*10-3 DALY per 1,000 vehicle-kilometres for daytime journeys and
26*10-3 DALY per 1,000 vehicle-kilometres for nighttime journeys. Consequently,
the noise-induced adverse health effects of trucks during the daytime are of the sa-
me order of magnitude as those of substance emissions from truck diesel engines,
whereas at night the noise-induced adverse effects predominate. Now that the signi-
ficant health consequences of exhaust gases and particulate emissions from road
traffic are universally recognised, the foregoing result should help to ensure that the
need to minimise noise-induced adverse health effects also becomes a matter for
public concern.

This result fits well with the conclusions drawn in two other studies in which simi-
lar comparisons were performed. In both cases, however, comparability is limited.

In conjunction with the «Fourth Dutch National Environmental Outlook», a study
was performed for the purpose of comprehensive quantitative determination of the
adverse impact of environmental pollution on the health of the Dutch population
(DE HOLLANDER 1999). In this study, the adverse health effects in terms of lost ye-
ars of life (mortality) and years of illness (morbidity) per type of adverse health ef-
fect were tabulated in the form of DALY units and grouped according to pollution
source. Exposure to noise from all emission sources (not only road traffic noise)
was combined, and the following noise-induced adverse health effects were inclu-
ded: severe annoyance, sleep disturbance, ischaemic heart disease (IHD), hospital
admissions and mortality. The result is summarised in Figure 18. The figure shows
that noise (which, in the Netherlands too, consists primarily of road traffic noise)

 6 Concluding remarks
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has an important place in the context of environmental pollution and comes close to
equalling road traffic accidents with respect to its impact in quantitative terms.

Figure 18:
Annual impact on the
health of the Dutch popu-
lation of selected types of
environmental pollution in
Disability Adjusted Life
Years (DALY). The graph
shows the expected val-
ues as well as the 5 and
95 percentiles of the
probability interval. (DE

HOLLANDER 1999)
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Also of interest here are ISING's calculations (ISING 2000). ISING's study includes
only deaths, and excludes life years lost and non-fatal illnesses; it is based on the
population of the Federal Republic of Germany. The study yielded the following
mortality figures per year (ISING 2000, Figure 4):
•  Deaths from heart attacks due to road traffic noise  1,800
•  All deaths due to suspended particulates (PM10)  61,400
•  Lung cancer deaths due to passive smoking  500
•  Deaths from ischaemic heart disease due to passive smoking  9,500

If one also considers our finding, presented above (Figure 16), that the road-noise-
induced adverse health effects «sleep disturbance» and «interference with commu-
nication» (expressed in DALY) are at least one order of magnitude greater than the
adverse health effect referred to as «deaths from heart attacks», then in quantitative
terms the adverse effects induced by road noise are of the same order of magnitude
for Germany as deaths from suspended particulates and from passive smoking (i.e.
deaths resulting from involuntary inhalation of tobacco smoke generated by other
persons).
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6.2 Other noise sources: rail and aircraft noise

The present study deals with the impact of road traffic noise on human health. Noi-
se from rail and air traffic was initially ignored owing to its lower significance.
Thanks to the modular design of the method, however, it is possible to adapt it to
the treatment of rail and aircraft noise by adjusting several analytical modules and
adopting others unchanged.

Railways as a noise source differ from roads in that the network – and especially the
rail freight network – is far less dense than the road network. In addition, the effect
of a specific sound pressure level on human beings is estimated to be smaller for
rail noise than for road noise, which is why Article 35 of the Swiss Noise Abate-
ment Regulations (Lärmschutz-Verordnung) issued on 12 December 1986 permits
rail noise to be 5 dB higher than road noise.

In view of the relatively low density of the rail network, fate analysis focuses on the
known rather than the unknown transportation route. Equations similar to those in
Figure 1 are available for determining the DeltaLeq values for rail traffic. Given the
obligation to make structural alterations to buildings exposed to noise levels in ex-
cess of the legal limit, there are noise exposure maps for the Swiss Federal Rail-
ways that specify the LAeq values for the buildings on both sides of rail lines, from
which it is possible to determine the number of affected individuals for the purpose
of exposure analysis. Effect analysis for rail noise can be easily derived with suffi-
cient accuracy from the dose-effect characteristics for road traffic noise determined
in this study – either by using the above-mentioned correction factor as per Article
35 of the Noise Abatement Regulations or by taking into account the differences in
the dose-effect characteristics of MIEDEMA's meta-analysis. As regards determinati-
on of the disability weights for damage analysis, there is no difference between road
noise and rail noise. A proposal for adapting the present model for determining the
adverse health effects of road traffic noise to the case of rail traffic was presented in
conjunction with a term paper at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich
(PFISTER 2001).

In the case of air traffic noise, the focus is on sound levels in the areas surrounding
airports rather than those along the international flight paths. Mathematical models
are available for determining the increase in these levels (DeltaLeq) due to additio-
nal takeoffs and landings. In contrast to road and rail noise, however, the DeltaLeq
values cannot be expressed per 1,000 vehicle-kilometres but solely per number of
aircraft movements at a particular airport, since the route covered between takeoff
and landing plays no role at all in determining the impact of noise. For exposure
analysis, there are noise exposure maps for the Swiss airports from which the num-
ber of affected buildings and thus the number of affected residents can be deter-
mined. Information for dose-effect characteristics of air traffic noise could be ob-
tained from the «Swiss Noise Study '90» database. The damage analysis disability
weights for road traffic noise can also be adopted for this purpose.
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For the situation in Switzerland, therefore, the present method for determining the
adverse health effects of road traffic noise could easily be expanded to apply to rail
noise and aircraft noise.

6.3 Application of the results to road traffic
outside Switzerland

The method presented in this study for quantitatively determining the impact on
human health in Switzerland of additional road traffic activity (in vehicle-
kilometres) can also be applied to other countries. However, the more limited
availability of data can make performance of the fate, exposure and effect analysis
difficult if not impossible.

The results in DALY per 1,000 vehicle-kilometres will probably differ from one
European country to the next, primarily because the distribution of car and truck
kilometres across the national road network will vary according to system length
and year but also because the spatial configuration and barriers for protecting the
population along the segments of the road networks differ. In contrast, the results of
effect and damage analysis will probably differ very little from country to country.

In (MÜLLER-WENK 1999, Section 10), a very concise method was proposed for di-
viding the European countries into three groups based on generally available data:
«low noise» (Finland, Sweden, Denmark), «high noise» (Spain, Slovakia) and «me-
dium noise» (other countries). For this purpose, a provisional solution was proposed
in which the Swiss DALY values per 1,000 vehicle-kilometres would be applied to
the «medium noise» group, whereas the same values would be halved for the «low
noise» group and quadrupled for the «high noise» group.

If the continually improving data availability on road traffic and road noise in the
various countries is used as a basis for individual studies using the methods propo-
sed in this paper, this very rough method could certainly be enhanced.
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Information/questionnaire for SUVA physicians

1. Information on the problem in hand

Major efforts are currently being made to determine the environmental impact of
traffic on human health in an appropriate and convincing fashion.

Considerable progress has already been made in the case of exhaust emissions. We
have data on emission levels per 1,000 km journey for particular classes of trans-
portation, and we can use models to derive from this the marginal increases in the
concentrations of harmful gases in the atmosphere. Furthermore, epidemiological
findings allow us to estimate disease incidence per million head of population de-
pending on the concentrations of these harmful gases. Thus we obtain information
such as «how many additional cases of respiratory cancer can be expected if addi-
tional truck journeys totalling 1 million kilometres are made».

It is rather more difficult – even for noise – to arrive at concrete figures. Today we
are able to establish how sharply the measure of noise exposure, termed the
«equivalent continuous sound pressure level (LeqA)», rises if an additional 1,000
km journey is made with a particular means of transport. Data is also available to
help us establish what health impairments are suffered by people exposed to noise,
and how many cases of the relevant disorders occur in terms of the level of noise
exposure.

With the health-related consequences of noise, however, it is difficult to clearly es-
tablish the comparatively minor health impairment involved and to observe it ob-
jectively in exposed individuals. It is therefore common in this context to use the
somewhat vague term «annoyance». Such annoyance is not so much identified by
means of medical diagnosis as by questioning the exposed individuals (via social
surveys). It is widely agreed, however, that in humans traffic noise leads to sleep
disturbance at night-time and to communication disturbance during the day. Reli-
able information gathered in empirical studies shows that these disturbances be-
come increasingly frequent as the sound pressure level LeqA rises in the range from
45 to 80 decibels.

Other impairments of human health attributable to traffic noise are also reported,
such as heart disease and psychological disorders, but the causal link to noise has
not been satisfactorily demonstrated to date.

In Switzerland hundreds of thousands of people are affected by sleep disorders and
communication disturbance attributable to traffic noise. These adverse health ef-
fects assume significant proportions if we regard «sleep disturbance» or «communi-
cation disturbance» in affected individuals as being a «mild impairment of full
health». To quantitatively assess the damage caused by noise it is therefore impor-
tant to obtain properly supported evidence of the relative severity of health impair-
ments due to traffic noise.

Annexe
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We are grateful in this respect for an assessment made by a panel of SUVA physi-
cians.

Based on the studies by MURRAY, the WHO created a system for the comprehensi-
ve quantitative assessment of the health status of a given country. This involves
using a measure known as DALY (Disability Adjusted Life-years) to establish how
many life-years are lost due to premature death or else, as a result of health impair-
ment (or «disability»), can only be lived to a reduced degree. Disability in compari-
son to full health is weighted by means of disability weights, which are recorded in
tables according to the severity of the impairment in question. The WHO tables
have worldwide application, and hence they are strongly geared towards diseases
occurring in tropical developing countries. This is why the WHO tables have re-
cently been supplemented with studies conducted in the Netherlands, Australia and
the EU to reflect medical conditions that are particularly characteristic of developed
countries. Nevertheless, no disability weights are available for noise-induced «sleep
disturbance» and «communication disturbance».

We would like to fill this gap. We therefore propose to describe both cases – «sleep
disturbance» and «communication disturbance». At the same time we have com-
piled an extract from the lists of existing disability weights. Subsequently we re-
quest the SUVA physicians to classify «sleep disturbance» and «communication
disturbance» by drawing comparisons with the cases from these lists. From these
comparisons it should then be possible to quantify the disability weights in the two
cases under consideration.

2. Extract from a list of existing disability weights

The following selection of disability weights is taken from:
•  STOUTHARD M. et al.: Disability Weights for Diseases in The Netherlands
•  Victorian Government, Department of Human Services: The Victorian Burden

of Disease Study: Morbidity
•  MURRAY J.L.: The Global Burden of Disease

The disability weights are formulated in such a way that a weight of 0.000 denotes
«death», whereas a weight of 1.000 signifies «full health». Severe disabilities recei-
ve values close to 0.000, while the disability weights for mild disabilities are set at
only marginally under 1.000. The following selection of disability weights from se-
veral hundred cases was arranged in such a way that
•  cases of impairment of physical and psychological functions are given which are

spread over the entire range from 0.000 to 1.000, in order to show how the space
between «dead» and «fully healthy» has been divided up;

•  in addition, cases are cited across the range from 0.900 to 1.000 (mild disabili-
ties), which are relatively closely comparable with the traffic noise-induced di-
sorders because they manifest themselves as difficulties of communication or el-
se they have consequences similar to sleep disturbances.
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In order to understand the list it is important to know that the disability weights re-
late to a condition of unitary duration, e.g. 1 year, and that they always take account
of the state of health as currently described, with any later stages being treated sepa-
rately and therefore provided with separate disability weights. Also to be taken into
consideration is the fact that the disability weight refers to the permanent condition
after any medicinal treatment, i.e. not to transitional states occurring shortly after
treatment.

Description of the condition Source of the
disability weight

Disability
weight

Full health 1.000
Dental disease: Periodontal disease (gingivitis) Dutch 34.2 1.00
Dental disease: Periodontal disease (pockets >6mm deep) Dutch 34.3 0.99
Mild vision disorder (some difficulty reading small newspaper print, no difficulty
recognizing faces at 4 m distance) Dutch 22.1 0.98

Adult-onset mild hearing loss (25–34 dBHTL) Victorian K8d 0.98
Mild to moderate asthma (symptom-free with or without maintenance therapy) Dutch 28.1 0.97
Adult-onset mild hearing loss (35–44 dBHTL): (some difficulty understanding or
actively participating in a conversation with one or more persons) Victorian K8d 0.96

Benign prostatic hypertrophy (symptomatic cases) GBD 0.96
Chronic Hepatitis B infection without active viral replication Dutch 4.4 0.94
Uncomplicated diabetes mellitus Dutch 13.1 0.93
Mild stable angina pectoris (NYHA 1–2) Dutch 26.1 0.92
Mental retardation (IQ 70–84) Dutch 17.5 0.91
Problem drinking (some physical, psychological or social problems caused by
excessive alcohol intake) Dutch 18.1 0.89

Mild to moderate congenital or early acquired hearing disorder Dutch 23.1 0.89
Moderate hearing disorder in elderly (some difficulty to understand or participate in a
conversation with one person but great difficulties with conversations with more than
one person)

Dutch 24.2 0.88

Osteoarthritis (grade 2) of hip or knee Dutch 39.1 0.86
Diabetes mellitus with neuropathy Dutch 13.2 0.81
Diabetes mellitus with nephropathy Dutch 13.3 0.71
Mild mental handicap (IQ 50–69) Dutch 17.1 0.71
Severe asthma (not symptom-free despite maintenance medication) Dutch 28.2 0.64
Severe hearing disorder acquired as an adult (great difficulty to understand or
participate in a conversation with one person) Dutch 24.3 0.63

Chronic hepatitis B with active viral replication Dutch 4.5 0.64
Severe vision disorder (unable to read small newspaper print, great difficulty to
recognize faces at 4 m distance) Dutch 22.3 0.57

Moderate mental handicap (IQ 35–49) Dutch 17.2 0.57
Severe stable angina pectoris (NYHA 3) Dutch 26.2 0.43
Paraplegia, stable stage Dutch 47.4 0.43
Extreme mental handicap (IQ <20) Dutch 17.4 0.24
Tetraplegia, stable stage Dutch 47.5 0.16
Severe dementia (permanent supervision required) Dutch 14.3 0.05
Death 0.00
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3. Description of sleep disturbance and communication
disturbance as a result of road-traffic noise

In order to allow comparisons to be made between the disabilities experienced by
residents exposed to road-traffic noise and the cases from the table above, there
now follows a description of both cases.

Traffic-noise-induced sleep disturbance

Description:

Primary effects of traffic-noise-induced sleep disturbance are
a) delays in falling asleep,
b) waking up during the night or premature waking in the morning,
c) changes in the nocturnal sleep pattern, and especially a proportional shortening of 

REM sleep.

These effects may be accompanied by increased blood pressure, increased pulse rate,
vasoconstriction and increased physical movement. As a secondary effect, increased
fatigue and depressive mood have been observed after waking in the morning from a
«bad night's sleep».

In addition to these sleep disturbances that actually occurred, there are the sleep
disturbances that are prevented, noise being mitigated by closing bedroom windows,
using mechanical earplugs or regularly taking sleeping tablets. Of relevance from a
health point of view are the 10–20 cases of regular consumption of sleeping tablets that
take place for every 100 cases of sleep disturbances that have actually occurred.

A case of «sleep disturbance» is deemed to exist where at least one of these effects
occurs several times a week or even daily as a result of increased traffic-noise exposure
at night-time.

Comparative approaches to disability-weight assessment: You may possibly find it easier
to establish a disability weight for «sleep disturbance» if you take into consideration the
fact that the following health impairments have a similar effect to night-time disturbance
due to traffic noise:
� Benign prostatic hypertrophy (symptomatic cases), with a disability weight of 0.96
� Mild to moderate asthma (symptom-free with or without maintenance therapy),

with a disability weight of 0.97

In both of these cases, night-time sleep is impaired by the urge to urinate or by
shortness of breath.
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Traffic-noise-induced communication disturbance

Description:

Traffic-noise-induced communication disturbance within living and working spaces
principally occurs during the daytime.

Primary effects are
a) communication difficulties at normal speech volume,
b) disturbances when listening to the radio and TV and other audio equipment,
c) reduced ability to concentrate when working in a noisy environment.

Nervousness, irritability and even headaches have been identified as secondary effects.

Affected individuals frequently prevent communication disturbance from actually
occurring by raising their voices above the normal level of 45–50 dB(A) or by turning up
the volume on audio equipment.

A case of «communication disturbance» is deemed to exist where at least one of these
effects occurs during the daytime several times a week or even daily as a result of
increased traffic-noise exposure.

Comparative approaches to disability-weight assessment: You may possibly find it easier
to establish a disability weight for «communication disturbance» if you take into
consideration the fact that the following health impairments have a similar effect on
acoustical communication:
� Adult-onset mild hearing loss (25–34 dBHTL), with a disability weight of 0.98
� Adult-onset mild hearing loss (35–44 dBHTL) (some difficulty understanding

or actively participating in a conversation with one or more persons), with a disability
weight of 0.96.

In both of these cases of hearing disorders only acquired as an adult, communication is
hindered by reduced functioning of the auditory system, whereas in the case of
«communication disturbance» communication is impaired by the disruptive noise level
for as long as the exposed person is standing within the effective range of this noise.

Please note that the above comparative approaches are in no way mandatory, but
merely intended as a suggestion. You are at liberty to assess the desired disability
weights by drawing comparisons with any other items from the list on page 3.
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4. The questions put to the SUVA physicians

The questions are:

•  What numerical value should in your opinion be assigned to the disability
weight for «sleep disturbance» in order for it to be appropriately weighted in
comparison with the other cases of disability according to the list on page 2?

Answer: _._ _ (Number to 2 decimal places)

•  What numerical value should in your opinion be assigned to the disability
weight of «communication disturbance» in order for it to be appropriately
weighted in comparison with the other cases of disability according to the list on
page 2?

Answer: _._ _  (Number to 2 decimal places)

Please note that comparisons are always to be drawn between states of health which
are assumed to persist continuously for a period of equal duration, e.g. 1 year.
Consideration is not to be given to any stages of a serious illness with later onset.
It would assist us in interpreting your assessment if you could provide the following
information about yourself by placing ticks in the appropriate boxes below:

•  Do you run a medical practice in addition to your SUVA activities?

Answer: Yes � No �

•  Length of medical experience to date: Are you over 45 years of age?

Answer: Yes � No �

•  Do you feel that you yourself suffer considerable exposure to road-traffic noise
either at home or at work?

Answer: Yes � No �

Space is provided below for any additional comments you may wish to make about this survey:

We would be most grateful if you could support our research by returning your re-
ply to Dr Laszlo Matéfi at SUVA Lucerne by 15 October 2000. Dr Matéfi is also
willing to provide you with additional information by telephone as of 2 October.


